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The New Conception of Woman in Modern Drama. 
1. Introduction. 
There is no field o~ literature with a more univer-
sal appeal at the present time than that of drama and in 
this field one of the BoSt interesting subjects for study 
and investigation is the new conoeption of woman shown by 
modern dramatists in their work. A deoided ohange has 
taken plaoe in the treatment of women in drama during the 
last hal~ century. In the earlier plays women were of 
minor importanoe. Now they are usually the pivots around 
. 
which the action of the plots revolves and the oenter of 
interest in the revelation of character. Dramatists are 
interested in the problems' of women and they are present-
ing the different phases of the woman question, ranging 
from Simple protests against conditions as they are to 
inspired pictures of what may be when the relations of 
women to society are properly adjusted . The . modern drama-
tists are creating all kinds of women and'are treating 
them all with sympathy and understanding . It is this new 
attitude of the dramatist toward his women and its rel-
I 
ation to drama and life which will be the subjeot of this 
investigation and it is hoped that the importance of the 
new conception of woman in the development of modern 
drama will be established. 
• 
II. A General Review of the Old Conoeption of Woman in 
Drama, Inoluding Some Examples from the Earlier Drama. 
Although there are a few examples in the earlier 
drama of plays in whioh the protagonist is a woman -- not-
ably the "Antigone" by Sophooles -- for the !!lost part it 
is the men who shape the plot and who stand out as the 
leading oharacters. When women are used it is not for any 
particular interest the author has in them as women but 
because they serve as foils for the male charaoters and 
.. 
help to make entanglements in the plot. The older drama-
tists never present ~he real woman -- they give her man-
nerisms, her appearanoe, her wit, everything outward and 
superfioial but nothing of her thoughts and feelings or the 
attributes whioh give her human interest. She is a puppet 
manipulated by the author, a doll and not a person. Ther& 
fore it is particular~y appropriate that the play which 
first proclaimed unflinchingly the ema~cipation of woman 
from this type of misrepresentation should have been 
called IIA Doll's House. 
In the earliest times when the female parts were 
taken by men there was of course no opportunity to displW 
di ·nctively e inine traits of character and the lays 
in hich omen appeared ere either rou h lor e-play or 
intol rab e agedy. In one case ~omen were . ed to in-
cre e the inter at of the audienoe in the lot , in the 
oth r to lend di nit to he dialo e. n neither as 
there n interest in character . 
~he earl Greek and Latin co ed riter~ either ig-
nore women or en ion hpm only a light and frivolou 
cr at res ho ha e no pa t in the re 1 bu iness of life . 
u ed the ae the oho u n "Th Clouds" and 
00 ic 1 r in"fhe Trial of ripidos l1 and "The 
harnian . " PI ut nd Ter nc found ro titut nec-
e ar 0 he con truotion of t h ~r lot so hey u e 
o n in b t c oit . This i the 10 e t possible con-
cep ion of n in drs a, and it is intere ti 0 note 
the spin e ch e hic e S 0 be r Boh ng it 
oli Y. a th re ent t· e . 
In Greek tra ed the treat ent of 
and heroio . ti one nIce i are 
e admire hern of h r b 
o en is nobl 
ond ful char a 
and te df 
evo ion ho h in p _Bonal interest in 
er 
them. They represent the ideal of sacrifice fo r the sake 
of a man and however beautiful it may be in these parti-
cular cases, it is the old ideal, entirely different from 
that expressed in modern drama . Their exalted station and 
poetic utterances separate these tragic heroines from our 
daily lives. 
In the early English plays there are many varieties 
of women and there is a slight and gradual progress shown 
in their depiction, corresp~nding to the development of 
English Drama. It was not until recently, however, that 
women became prominent as dramatic figuees . A few examples 
from the early English drama may serve to show the atti-
tude of the older dramatists toward their women and make 
more clear by contrast the new conception of woman in mod-
ern drama. In the early Towneley Plays of "Noah's Flood" 
and the "Second Shepherd" the VTomen are represented as 
deoidedly ma~culine types. There is no difference between 
them and the men except in' appearance, an~ a large part 
of the comic element of these plays lies in the fact that 
the supposed women act like men . A slight advance is made 
in Dame Custance, the principal woman in Nicholas Udall's 
5 
comedy lIRalph Roister Doisterll for in spite of her prow-
ess in fighting she has a few womanly characteristic~. 
Gammer Gurton in her anxiety over her needle and cat sho~ 
some feminine traits although her language is deoidedly 
mas culine. In lICambises", by Thomas Preston, we find the 
first representation of true womanly attributes in the 
person o£ the Queen, and her nature typifies the ideal of 
womanhood which dominated most of the earlier drama --
perfeot humility and obedience. In John Lyly's nCampaspe" 
two more attributes are added which have since been very 
important in drama . These were wit and beauty. Beyond this 
there is very little progress in the portrayal of women 
in drama until recent years . There are some periods in 
which interesting women were created but it is usually 
a plot interest rather than one of eharacter. 
Shakerpeare comes nearest to a psychological treat-
ment of women but like all of the other early dramatists 
he invariably treats them in their relation to Some man--
usually a love relation. Unrnarried)heroines always find 
a husbend before the end of the play or if they do not, 
life is no longer worth living for them. WiYes find their 
chief occupation in trying to keep their husband~ hapry 
6 
and contented, no matter what saorifices they themselves 
are foroed to make. Even when a woman seems interesting in 
herself the author takes care that our ohief interest is 
not so much in her as in what some man thinks of her. Thus 
in "Maoh Ado About Nothing" we are nore interested in the 
love affair of £eatrice and Benedick than we are in any 
character development. IVhen Shakespeare did oreate a new 
and independent woman in the person of Katherine her must 
needs have her originality wiped out and her tempestuous 
nature tamed to implicit obedienoe to the wishes of a man. 
This was perhaps due to the ideals of the time whioh de-
manded obedienoe as one of the ohief womanly virtues. The 
other virtues neoessary to a woman in early drama were 
faithfulness and chastity. If she had these she needed 
nothing else and without these she was lost no matter what 
she had to offer in their plaoe. Learning was ridiculed 
and any sort of independenoe on the part of good women .as 
unheard of. Clayton Hamilton says in regard to this: 
"The old plays teaoh that women are lovable in pro-
portion to their ignoranoe."* Such an attitude in drama 
must surely have had a bad influenoe on the ideals of 
* Studies in Stae-ecr aft: Olayton Hamilton: page 204. 
7 
the time and was no doubt one of t h e reasons why education 
for women has only recently become popular. 
In the Restoration Drama the women are represented as 
exceedingly clever and beautiful. Their principal purpose 
seems to be to add brilliance to the dialogue but they 
also have a definite plot purpose for the plots of these 
plays are al~ost invariably love intrigues. These crea-
tures have no true v:omanhood and we are led on~ through 
their misadventures more out of curiosity than interest. 
Love is everything to them but their ideals of love are ,: 
very low . The keynote of this type of drama is subterfuge 
and deceit and the V'OI!lan who is cleverest at deceiving her 
men is counted the best heroine. George Meridith describes 
thus the ideals expressed in these plays: 
"But those ravishing women, so copious and so choice 
of speech, who fence with men and pass their guard, are 
heartless! Is it not preferavle to be the pretty idiot, 
the passive beauty, the adorable bundle of caprices, very 
feminine, very sympathetic?"* Using his adjective we may 
say that the women of Restoration comedy are very femin-
ine but not at all womanly. 
* An Essay on Comedy: George .Meridi th: page 23 
8 
In the plays of Sheridsn, Steele and Goldsmith, there 
is an improvement in many ways but the treatment of women 
is decidedly similar to l1hat in the Restoration plays . 
They are creatures of circumstance and plot , and while 
there s.re a few who stand out rather distinotly beoause 
of their mannerisms ,for the most part they are silly, un-
thinking oreatures. They are artifioial in their virtues 
as well as their vices,-- perhaps more clearly so in their 
virtues because it is not the good women that we remember 
but those distinguished by some interesting vice or ec-
centriCity. 
The most interesting women in the comedies of Moliere 
are the pert little maids but they are all of one dimen-
sion and are chiefly noted for their audacity and clever 
remarks. r.e enjoy meeting them but they do not seem so 
muoh like women as they do like the embodiment of eommom 
sense . The "learned ladiesTl and Preoieuses" are interest-
ing becs.use they show the attitude of that period toward 
education of women and the kind of education in vogue at 
the time. These women are comic characters but it is their 
veneer of culture and not their real natures that are 
presented. 
In early drama a woman's goodness is measured by her 
willingness to sacrifice her individuality and surrender 
herself utterly to some man. She goes like lfugda's little 
sister "directly from the arms of her father to the arms 
of her husbandn * and her whole aim in life is to be duti-
::'ul to each in turn. ~rhere is never a suggestion in the 
older drama that there is anything unfair in the absolute 
dominance of one sex. It was custolTIe.ry and the dramatists 
probably gave the matter no thought. There is a romantic 
glamour thrown about t hese vromen. ~hey ate creatures of 
t h e imag i nation and know nothing of the common things of 
this world. They are nearly always ladies of high degree--
often queens and princesses whose sole duty it is to sit at 
horne and faithfully await the return of a husband fromthe 
wars or the coming of a lover. They are supposed to be 
happy with nothing to do . The dramatists pictured ~omen 
in their plays as t hey thought ~omen ought to be and what 
we have is not women of a certain period brought to life 
in the plays of the pe r iod but a particular conbination 
of vices or virtues which the plaYl,-rightes thought might 
* l,tl:agda: Hermann Sudermann: page 156. 
be desi r able for the women of t h e period to exh ibit. The 
women of the earlier drama are cr eations of t he minds of 
the authors and since the authors. being men knew very 
l i ttle of the nature of women. these creatures conjured 
by t hem out of t heir own ' imRginations have little inter-
est f or us. 
The early dramatists had no psychological interest 
in their women and ph¥sical characteristics combined with 
simple. conventional actions have small dramatic power . 
It was the men who held the center of the stage and ap-
pealed to the audience by their deeds of bravery while 
the chief business of the women in the caste was to ap-
pear beautiful. With a very few exceptions -- Greek tra-
gedy an~ some of the plays of Shakespeare -- the women of 
early drama are of secondary importance and their treatment 
lacks sincerety and inSight . 
1 
III . CharaoteriRtios of the New Conoeption o~ ~o~an and 
the Reasons for the Change . 
i7ha t a change we find ,;,'hen we come to examine modern' 
drama! Instead of being a rather insignifioant part of the 
play. woman is the center of interest . Instead of being 
used to bring out the character of a man. it is her ohar-
aot er V'.r11 i ch is revealed through the uee of auxiliary male 
parts. She is no longer a oreature o~ love and romanoe but 
a many-sided. living changing wo~an. The modern dra~atist 
handles problems fearlessly and the prinoipal task he has 
assumed is to determine the plaoe of woman in her relation 
to sooiety. As long as woman was represented as a delicate, 
home-loving oreature whose only object in life was to mar-
ry and keep her hurband happy. there Vlere no problems about 
women. New oonditions have brought out new characteristios 
of women and have presented definite problems conoerning 
them. 
The new woman of drama is essentially real. We reoog-
nize in her traits wt ich we ourselves possess . She is 
human and has htman wesknesses instp,ad of being set upon 
a peQestal for nen to admire . She is not a great lady but 
is usually a worker and by seeing in a play a sympathetic 
treatment of a working" woman we are led to realize that 
the woman who does our washing may have a heroic characUr 
and that out own humdrum lives may be of more value than 
we thought. 
In our study of the new conception of woman as repr&f ' 
sented in modern drama it ill be necessary to confine 
ourselves in a general way to the realistio type of drama 
for in the strictly classic literature the predominance ~ 
f orm makes subtle character delineation difficult and tre 
romantic drama, however interesting and enjoyable it may 
be, deals almost wholly with women of the older type. With 
this in mind if we examine the characteristics Which dis-
tinguish the modern realistic drama from the Old, we shan 
find that each helps to make clear the reason for the 
Change in the treatment of woman. The recognition of the 
fact that a human being is interesting because he is humm 
and that each person has a right to develop his individu-
ality, w re enti :--ely new ideas in the drama and it was on-
ly a short step from recognizing the value of individual-
ism in man to realizing that woman also has a right to 
o 
.live her own life. This step would probably have taken mull 
longer had not the genius of Ibsen cleared the way but 
through him, we find at the very beginning of the modern 
movement a belief in the individuality of woman. 
The modern drama is psychological and when once the 
idea became fixed that the working of a man's mind under \ 
oert~in oonditions was interesting, it was seen that a 
woman's psyohological reactions, being more difficult to 
understand, because of her training, would be in conse-
guence, more interesting. So we have a woman as the lead-
ing character in most psychological plays. Modern, drama is 
also sooiologioal, dealing with the relation of the indiv-
idual to sooiety, and modern dramatists have been quick to 
see that One of the most interesting of problems is that 
oonoerning t he relation of a woman to the sooiety that has 
wronged her . Ibsen, Jones, Pinero, Masefield, Houghton, 
Galsworthy, Sudermann, Brieuz, Beoque, Moody, Fitch, Ken-
yon and many others deal wdth this problem in some of the~ 
best works. 
Modern drama has few characters. This tends to make 
t hose that are used more important and their traits are 
· ------ - -
portrayed with greater accuracy. Vomen who had been mere 
figures when there were large numbers of them sweeping in 
and out of rooms, now become vital to the action. Often 
there are only one or two women in the caste and these of 
course assume a far greater importance in the play. 
There is compression and synthesis in modern drama. 
The action is decisive, most of the speeches are s~prt; 
there is a unity of scene, time and action and there is a 
tendency toward a smaller Dumber of acts. This brings out 
each clJ aracter vividly and shows woman in her real rela-
tion to society. She is represented in a realistic manner 
in her natural environment and we can study her there and 
apply the lessons given by her actions to our own lives. 
It is the growth of realism and psychologic interest in 
the f ield of the drama that seem to be most responsible " 
for t he change in the dramatists' conception and presenta-
tion of woman. 
In a study of modern drama it is c~stomary to begin 
with the Scandinavian writers altho, strictly speaking,it 
was in France that realistio drana originated and it was 
Dumas fils who invented the thesis play or play with a 
15 
purpose. In dealing with the new conception of woman in 
drama, however, Ibsen seems properly to corne first for re 
was the dramatist who e.arliest represented woman as an :ffl.-
dividual struggling against society or social conventions 
The idea that woman has a duty to herself as well as 
to men, that she has an individuality which needs respon-
sibilityand struggle in order to grow, is first suggestm 
in the character of Selma Bratsberg in Ibsen's comedy "T~ 
League of Youth. II This girl, child-like and beautiful has 
been shielded from all trouble and pain and when disaster 
comes to her husband and he asks her to stand by him in .' 
his trouble she refuses and answers him with fierce ear-
nestness. 
Selma; "Oh how you have maltreated me -- shamefully 
maltreated me, all of you together~ You have always comp 
pelled me to receive, and never permitted rne to give. Ym 
have never required the least sacrifice of me, nor laid tp_ 
on me the slightest weight of care. When f asked to share 
~Tour burdens, you put me off with a flattering jest. Hovi 
I hate and detest you. You have brought me up to be dandJB3. 
like a doll, and to be played with as one plays with a 
16 
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child. II 
rihat a shock t h is speech must have been to t h is kind 
and considera te man and what a shock it must have been to 
t he world of men who were treating their women just t his 
way and t h inking that t heir conduct was irreproachable . 
Thus, t he first blow was struck in the drama ·against chiv-
alry and t he idea of dependence of women . 
IV. Particular Study of the Best Modern Dramas and their 
WOI!len. 
Ii' we make a carefLtl stlidy of the works o:f Henrik 
Ibsen and the other important dramatists of our time, we 
shall see that their plays are a continuation or an out-
growth of the idea that a woman has a duty to herself as 
well as to others. Let us now examine the women in modern 
drama, beginning with those oi' the Soandinavian writers 
and see to what extent the relation of woman to society 
is used as a theme and to what degree the treatment is 
sympathetio and psyohologioal. 
Ibsen had expressed this new idea of a woman's duty 
to herself in ITThe League of Youth", as we have seen, but 
here it is of little impottanoe in the working out of the 
plot. Ibsen saw, however, that the idea was big enough to 
be made into a play by itself. Thereupon he wrote ITA DolIs 
Housel! which ohallenged the world with its declaration 
that woman as well as man ~ust have an opportunity for in-
dividual growth and development. What Clayton Hamilton 
calls "the soul of 'A Doll'S House'" is the theme as stat-
ed by Ibsen in one of his notes. He says: 
.10 
"There are two kinds of spiritual law, two kinds of 
conscienoe -- one in man, and another, altogether differ-
ent, in woman. They do not understand eaoh other: but in 
praotical life, the woman is judged by man's law, as 
though she were not a Vloman but a man. • •••.•• A woman 
oannot be herself in the society of the present day, which 
is an exclusively masculine societJT , with laws framed by 
men and with a judioial system that judges feminine oon-
duct from a masculine point of view."* 
At the beginning of the play Nora is little more than 
a pretty, lovable doll. She has been spoiled by her father 
and later by her husband and she has no notion of respon-
sibility or duty. She eats macaroons and then lies to her 
husban~ about them not thru maliciousness but because she 
does not want to hurt his feelings. She forges her father's 
name in order to Save her husband's life. She has never 
been taught anything about the law to which she is respon-
sible. She is a cl:ild rith no character or thoughts except 
t hose imposed upon her by her husband. As the play pro-
gresses we can see her grow. This process begins after her 
interriew ith Krogstand in which he threatens her . After 
* Studies in Stagecraft: Clayton Hamilton: page 155. 
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he has gone out she llappears buried in thought -!or a short 
time, then tosses her head.* She has begun to think and 
from this time on she thinks more and more as the aotion 
advances. The first clash of the individualities of Nora 
and Helmer comes when Nora says: 
llBut don't you think it is nice of me, too, to do as 
you wish? 
Helmer: Nice? -- ~ecause you do as your husband wishes? 
Well, lell, you little rogue, I an sure you do not mean 
it in that way.">'<* 
This one sentence of Helmer's gives us the key to the 
kind of bondage in which ora is held and from whioh she 
must escape if she is to grow. Nora herself realizes this 
after that power~l and pathetic scene in which she is 
trying to keep her husband from taking the blame for her 
act upon himself, when she finally discovers that he has 
no intention of so doing. Sbe "looks steadily at him and 
says with a growing look of coldness in her face: 
Nora: Yes, now I a.m beginning to understand thoroughly.lI*1=1< 
Again when the bond is returned Hele~ cries exulting-
ly,Il1 am saved. Nora, I am saved. 1I 
* A Doll's House: Henrik Ibsen: pa.ge 32 
"'* A. Doll's House: Henrik Ibsen: page 42. 
lMtI< A Doll's House: Henrik Ibsen: page 75. 
And Nora quietly asks, "And I?n* 
The climax of these revolutionary ideas comes in the 
final speech when Nora says she must leave. 
"Helmer: To desert your home, your husband and your child-
ren! And you don't consider what people will say! 
Nora: I cannot consider that at all. I only know that it 
is necessary for me. 
Helmer: It's shocking. This is how you would neglect your 
most sacred duties. 
Nora: lhat do you consider my most sacred duties? 
Helmer: Do I need to tell you that? Are they not your dutis 
to your husband and your children? 
Nora: I have other duties just as sacred. 
Helemr: THat you have not. That duties could those be? 
Nora: Duties to myself." ** 
It is this ser mon of the duty to oneself that Ibsen 
haspreached more powerf ully than any other dramatist. Inb 
t his play he haF: shown us a man ,,":ho from every convent ion-
a l standpoint is perfeotion itself but who fails in his 
du.ty to h is wife. We have a woman who in the eyes of the 
law is a criminal but she has our entire sympathy, for sre 
~A Doll's House: Henrick Ibsen: page 77. 
** A Doll's House: Henrik Ibsen: page 82. 
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acts from unselfish motives and is struggling after know-
ledge which will make her fit to live in the world. Arch~ 
bald Henderson says of this play: "In 'A Doll's House', 
Ibsen first definitely sounded the trumpet -- the call of 
woman's freedom. This is his first drama wl olly modern_in 
tendency ••••• Here, in advanced maturity of technique, we 
behold the struggle of the modern woman against the viti-
ating influence of her environment, her heredity, B.nd the 
social conventions vhich retard her development as an in-
dividual and as a human being." * 
Almost universal criticism of the idea formulated in 
"The Doll's House" that a woman ought to leave her home 
and husband if by .remaining she must sacrifice her own in-
dividuality, led Ibsen to w~ite another social drama in 
which his heroine did the conventional thing -- stayed 
with her husband in spite of h is dissolute life and char-
acter. In"Ghosts lt Ibsen shol'l'S the horror and useless sac-
rifice of a woman v,ho gives her whole life to her unworthy 
husband. r,:rs. Alving is a tragic heroine. She is not a 
doll, like Nora. She has struggled against her fate. In 
the horror and disgust of her discovery of her husband's 
* Interpreters o! Life: Archibald EenderBon: page 208. 
true character she had fled to Paster I~nde~s but he, as 
a representative of conventionality and with the old idere 
of right and wrong, sent her back to her husband and her 
duty . The rest of her life is a heroio self-saorifice in 
which she tries to believe that she is doing right while 
her whole nature revolts against her life of lies. She is 
one of those characters who are the very essence of the 
~odern movement in drama. Ashley Dukes desoribes them as 
oharacters who are "dynamio, developing, offering oriti-
cisms to the conditions in which they live and so proje~ 
ing themselves into the future and making history."* The 
reoord of Mrs. Alving's life is a criticism of the conven-
tional sooial ideals and altho the pathological aspeot is 
somewhat overstressed, it is essentially a pow8r~ul drama 
of truth. 
In "The Wild Duck" we have two new types o'f women, 
the tThomely, sensible" Gina Ekdal an~ her sensitive, ideal-
istic child Hedwig. Hedwig is one of the most pathetic fig-
ures in literature. Her sweetnese, devotion and self-sac-
rifioe make the tragedy by which she takes her life to 
gain her fa~her's forgiveness all the more pOignant . Gina, 
* Modern Dramatists: Ashley Dukes: page 9. 
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who is characterized by Dr. Norda as lIa female Sancho 
Panza", is, like Sancho, practical, devoted, intent upon 
the realities of life and not concerned with its ideals. 
She slaves for her selfieh husband, performs her duty as 
she sees it and does not worry over her II past." She does 
not feel that she has wronged her husband in not telling 
him for she knows he would not have married her. 
"Hjalrnar: You ought to have told me at the first, 
I should have known what sort of a woman you were. 
Gina: But would you have married me, all the same? 
Hjalmar: How can you suppose such a thingf 
then 
Gina: No; and that's wh¥ I didn't dare to tell you any-
thing then. I had got to love you so dearly, as you know. 
And I couldn't make myself utterly wretched. n* 
Here is another new thought in drama -- that a wife 
can deceive her husband on a fundamental question in order 
to preserve her own happiness and not be represented as 
utterly despicable. The newness, as in the preceeding 
plays, is all in the attitude of the dramatist. ivee had 
deoeived their husbands in plays before this but they were 
either utterly worthless oreatures who do not deserve our 
* The Wild Duck: Renrik Ibsen: page 157. 
sympathy as in the Restoration Comedy or they·are weak, 
high-strung women who beoome hysterioal when their hus-
bands learn of their misadventures . Gina belongs to neith~ 
of these olasses. She states olearly and sensibly (when 
she finds it neoessary) the reason for her fall and then 
oalmly tells her husband that she kept him in ignoranoe 
beoause she loved him. The sympathy of the audienoe is 
entirely with her for she has been a faithful, loving, un-
selfish wife and he, as a husband, oan boast none of these 
attributes • . Thus another step has been taken in the eman-
cipation of woman in drama as inaugurated by Ibsen. 
The woman question, to Ibsen, meant primarily the 
question of the position of woman in marriage. So far we 
have had three phases of this -- all emphasizing the right 
of a married woman to individual development and happiness. 
In "Rosmersholm" the principal character is not married 
but her development is closely conneoted with the marriage 
question. Rebekka r'est is one of the strongest and most 
clear-out of Ibsen'S oharacters. She is a flew .oman, with 
firm beliefs, abundanoe of vitality, definitemess of pur-
pose and faith in herself. But the :r.lost notable thing about 
l 
her is the ohange that oornes over her largely through the 
influenoe of her environment. Huneker in his"Ioonoolasts" 
says: "Rosmer drags down with him Rebekka West. Who, be ... 
oause of her tendenoy to variability. in an evolutiona~ 
sense. might have developed; but the Rosmer ideals poi~ 
her fresher nature."* It is these Rosmer ideals that trare-
form Rebekka's nature from that of a passionate. self-
seeking individualist to a more lovable, if more ordinary 
human being, but it is these same ideals ingrained in 
Rosmer's nature that oause him to saorifioe Rebekka beoause 
of abnormal sense of duty. 
liThe Lady From the Sea" has not the powerful realism 
of the preceding plays but its lesson is just as clear --
the right of a woman to unrestricted choice in regard to 
her OWn life and the necessity of responsibility. The sym-
bolism in this play seem necessary in order to bring out tre 
the idea definitely and the lure of the se~ with its beauty 
and mystery forms the background of this slight but appeal-
ing work of art. A choioe on the part of Ellida between 
the sea, represented by t he stranger and her home and hus-
band is made necessary beoause she has no ties that bind 
* Iconoclasts: James Huneker: page 16 
her to her home -- no responsibilities. Ibsen shows this 
when he makes her exclaim while thinking of her decision: 
II Oh! If there should be something for me to do here! * If , 
there had been something for her to do she would not have 
been tempted to leave. That is the first thought t h e au-
thor impresses on us. The second comes at the end of t h e 
play when the decision is about to be made . Ellida's hus-
band has tried every device in his power to keep her with 
him, emphasizing i n true masculine fash ion the fact that 
she has no right to leave him because she is his wife. At 
last he feels that he cannot keep her love or alter her 
l:>nging if he refuses to let her go so he bids her "choose 
your own pat h in perfect freedom and on your own responsi-
bility."** Her reply finds an echo in the heart of every 
woman Who has all her important decisions made ' for her. 
Ellida clasps her head with her hands, and stares at Wan-
gel saying, "In freedom, and on my own responsibility! 
Responsibility, too? That changes everything. n ** This new 
feeling of freedom and responsibility was all that she 
needed in order to choose fairly and wisely. Here we have 
the antithesis of "A Doll's 'House ." The husband comes to 
* . The Lady from the Sea: Henrik Ibsen: page 267. 
** T he Lady from the Sea: Henrik Ibsen: page 281-282. 
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a realization that his wife is a separate, thinkinB indiv-
idual. He treats her as such and she remains with him. 
Huneker says of Hedda Gabler; llFrom her birth neuro-
tio, Hedda Gabler is ho pelessly flawed in her moral nat ure. 
She succumbs to the first pressure of adverse circumstance." * 
Hedda is a new type, not lovable but wo~thy of pity beoause 
of her inheritance. She is the first of Ibsen's women who 
doe s not have t he s~pathy of the audience with her. There 
is something repellent in her character. Her morbid curi-
osity concerning the ways of "mep and her unnatural hatred 
of her unborn child are revolting until we remember that 
she does not know what happiness is and that her mo~al 
nature has been"hopelessly flawed." Ibs en again drive-s 
home t he l esson that the sins of the fathers are visited 
upon the children. Again he shows that youth, beauty and 
position, the only requisites of the omen in ~he early 
drama, do not bring happiness and are as nothing compared 
with character. He pOints out clearly that the convention-
al good woamnmay be bad and the conventional bad woman 
good, for Hedda, judged by all the standards applied to 
t he older heroines, ~as a good wif e and her friend Thea 
Elvsted having deserted her husband was , by t hese same 
*Iconoclasts: James Huneker: page 16. 
standards, an abandoned wretoh. Ibsen shows them as real 
women bringing out the good qualities of Thea and em-
phasizing the disagreeable side of Hedda's nature and we 
realize how different women may be in drama a s well as 
life. Ibsen's oharaoters, however unpleasant, are honest 
and oonsistent. While the old-fashioned play-wrightR,even 
those of his own time presented in their oharaoters only 
the veneer of sooial refinement and good breeding, usually 
oombined with a large inoome, he oreated living people of 
his own oountry and station, struggling to understand life 
and faoing the same problems that his oontemporaries faoed. 
We admire sinoerity in anything and while we may not like 
Hedda Gabler as a person/ we oannot ohoose but en,joy the 
portrayal of her oharaoter as an art oreation. 
There are two interesting women in "The Master Builder" 
the old-fashioned, inoonspiouous, faithful wife of the 
Builder, who still mourns for the dells whioh were burned 
in the great fire, shows us the value of sympathetio treat~ 
ment in the portrayal of the most old-fashioned and ordi-
nary oharaoters. The somber grayness of her life emphasizes l 
by contrast, the dominating and inspiring figure of Hilda 
Wangel who represents the spirit of youth. She, like Rebek-
ka West, knows what she wants and g es after it with in-
tensity of purpose, unhampered by scruples of conscience 
but she has no depressing environment to struggle against 
and she attains her purpose although the Master Builder is 
saorifioed. Hilda Wangel represents individua~ism, vari-
ation from the normal, and the enthusiasm and disregard 
of consequences peculiar t o yOuth. 
In "Little Eyolf" we have the first suggestion of the 
awakening of woman to a realization of her duty to society, 
Individualism has failed to satisty the selfish, passion-
ate Rita Allmers. She has lived for herself alone and in 
this play Ibsen shows that happiness does not come in this 
way. He . seems to indioate that his former heroines have 
striven for freedom beoause that was the neoessary first 
step in their deTelopment but when this is gained he points 
the way to something nobler,-- sooial service. The death 
of Little Eyolf is necessary to bring Rita this revelation 
and the last part of the play when she comes to a realiz 
tion that the true meaning of life is responsibility and 
service is one of the most beautiful soenes in all of the 
plays. 
In passing from Ibsen to the seoond great Soandina-
vian writer, it is interesting to note, first of all, the 
extreme divergence in the conception and treatment of their 
Bomen. August Strindberg had little patience with the sym-
pathetic attitude that Ibsen took toward the sex and he 
characterizes the women of Ibsen's plays in very uncompli-
mentary terms. Nora he calls "a puppet for the author's 
sent imental :propaganda," Hedda Gabler "a publio nuisance, 
a candidate for the Whipping-post." Hilda Wangel seems to 
him "an upstart minx, born to drive men mad," and Rebekk~ , 
lest is Ita petticoated prig."* It may be diffioult to see 
readily how a man who sees women from such a different 
angle that he can so miSinterpret Ibsen's masterpieces, 
could have aided in any degree in advancing the modern 
oonception of waman in drama. Strindberg has repeatedly 
been called a woman hater and in nearly all of his plays 
we feel a note of distrust and hatred in his presentation 
of a oman character. He is angry at womankind for daring 
to aSSume that she is in amy way equal to man and many of 
his plays show that while woman may be more crafty, cruel 
*Modern Dramatists: Ashley Dukes: page 50. 
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and deceitful, man will win when pitted against her be-
cause he is her superior sexually. The strongest plays 
are dramatic duels of sex. But Strindberg has done more 
than to give us his ideas of what a woman should not be 
He has come nearer than any other dramatist to presenting 
a living, changing human person instead of a "character fl 
which he defines as a person of a fixed type. His women ~ 
unpleasant are at least real and they are fundamentally 
modern -- creatures of this age, troubled, doubtful, strug 
gling for they know not what. StriTIdberg, himself says of 
them. "Because they are Dodern characters, living in a 
period of transition more hysterically hurried than its 
immediate predecessor at least, I have made my ~igures va-
cillating, out of joint, torn between the old and the ne~* 
This vacillation seems to be the secret of the intense 
attra~tion that Strindberg's characters have for us. We 
recognize ourselves in the su~den shiftings of mood or 
even of personality and we are delightfully uncertain as 
to the real nature of the different persons -- Simply be-
cause they have no one real nature but are thoroughly 
human composites of many different natures. Strindberg's 
* Author's Preface to lUss Julia: page 15/ 
VJomen repel us beoause they are so unlike anything we 
have ever known in drama but the longer we study them the 
m'ore we realize that they are very like sornethimg ' Ie know 
in real life. It is true that these women are not entire-
ly good but then they are not entirely bad either. There 
is not one who has not some redeeming tradts. Even the 
Baroness in the "The Link" altho she is passionate, un-
controlled, cruel, bent on injuring her husband, cannot 
. ' 
fail to win out, sympathy when sLe ories out in despair, 
"Myself? .But did T ma!:e J:'lYsel:'? Did I put evil tendenoies, 
hatred and wild passions into myself? No! And who was it 
hat denied me the power and will to combat all th se 
things. When I look at myself this moment, I feel that I 
am to be pitied." * And she is to be pitied for she is a 
oreature formed by wrong heredity, environment, and train-
ing, who has struggled and suffered, who is cruel in very 
desperation, who is lacking in the fundamental trait of 
self-control and so fails to attain happiness. 
Jeanne in the play "There are Crimes and Crimes" is 
a sweet and unselfi~h character but she is not by any 
means a oonventional good woman. The really interesting 
*The Link: "August Strindberg: page 141. 
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pe~~on in ~hi~ play iR the vacilla~ine Henriette. Attrno-
tive, lured by suocess, SenRu.on~ and facinatine, weak in 
will Rn<l stron{~ in love ar hate, she is the oentral figure 
from the moment ~he oasts her spell over Maurioe until the 
end when, di~illu~ioned and 'Penitent ~he ~adly ~ays, "I 
am eOing alone, alone a~ I came here, one day in Sprine. 
thinking that I belo~ged ~here I don't belong end believ-
ing there ras somethine called freedom, which does not 
exist."'" In this statement SEHH''!f) to lie t.he f'undft!'ler:.tal . f· 
difference between the drarnes of IbRen and those of Stpind-
berg. Tt-e women of both are in sea~ch of freedom and al-
thongh none ' attain it defini tel:r , still vre feel tr.J.at for 
Ibsen it does eYist rroject~d beyond the play ~hile 8trind-
berg shows the hopelessness of searching for it. There !'lay 
be physioal f~eedor.l but there are countless ties vrhich bind 
us to those we love and those ~e hate. In Strindbere's pl&ys 
love and hatred, freedom and bondage are clo~ely bound 
together. Alice. in "The D~lTIce of Deflth" rejoices one 
. moment in the death of her husband v~ich freps her from 
the bonds she hates and the next moment she has foreot-
ten her hatred of him Rnd irrevocably binds herself to 
his memory which she 10',es . She sa~Ts, "At last thRt tonEue 
*'1'h _ erA re Crimes and Cri~es: August Strindbere: page 79 • . 
is oheoked! Can brag no more, lie no more, wound no more! 
Thank God for my liberation from the tover, fro~ the wolf, 
from the vampire! In a few moments she is sobbin , "My 
husband , my youth's beloved, yes, perhaps you laugh! --
he as a good and noble r.'an ne:wertheless."** 
TI !:1iss Julia" "'i th all its sordidness and horror is a 
grim sermon on love. _t is the embodiMent of Strindberg's 
idea that"no love relation in a IIhigher" sense oan exist 
*** bet een soula of different quality. "Julia herself is a 
very unlovely oharaoter, abnormal and morally unsound 
through heredity and her fate is the out-growth of many 
oiroumstanoes. Strindberg's explanation of this oharaoter 
is interesting. IIMiss Julia is a modern oharaoter, not be-
oause the man-hating half-wo n may not have existed in 
all ages, but beoause now, after her disoovery. she has 
stepped to the front and be un to make a nOise."- That 
is one of he ohar~oteristic of ~odern drama -- to bring 
to the front types hioh have :i~ted in all ages but ha 
not been disoovered or oonRidered orthy of notioe, type 
hioh are evolving at tl:e present time and be innin lito 
make a noise. 1I 
*The anoe of Det1th: August Strindberg : -pa e 264 
** The Uance of ~eath : Augu t Strindberg: page 268. 
Author's Prefl>.ce to :.~is~ Julia: page 15. 
In sharp contrast to these extremely realistic and 
psychologically complicated types of women, Strindberg has 
a few examples of the ideal romantic type. These are ap-
pealing through their 'sweetness and unreality and they 
g ive ~s an entirely different view of the author's char-
acter. The Wistful, spirit-like girl-child in lfEaster" is 
one of these and the beauty of her nature pervades the 
play transforming what is evil in the other Qharacters in-
to goodness and happiness. The princess Swanwhite in the 
lovely fairy play of that name is another figure of the 
same kind, who through her purity andlove overcomes her 
wicked step-mother. Even the step-mother has touches of 
compassion in the midst of her cruelty and this fact dif-
ferentiates her from the other cruel step-mothers of liter-
ature. 
Perhaps the play that best presents the struggle of 
sex as Strindberg conceives it, is 11 Comrades. 11 In it the 
intobeing Rincs the entrance of women 
author shows the new conditions which have come~into the 
fields formerly belonging entirely to men and he attempts 
to explain why the readjustment is so ddfficult. The chief 
reason here seems to be the lack of integrity and business 
honor on the part of the women but the author does not 
even suggest that this mplght be learned. !ertha and Axel, 
the Comrades, are discussing the problem. 
"Bertha: But tell me, why don't you suffer when a comrade 
a man comrade, is accepted, although he has less merit 
than you~ 
Axel: I'll have to think about that. You s.ee our feeling 
toward you women has never been critical . We've taken 
you as a matter of course, and so I've never that about 
our relations as against each other . Now when the shoe 
pinches, it strikes me that we are not comrades, for this 
experience makes me feel that YOtt women do not belong here! if 
It is easy to see that Strindberg is not a Feminist and 
that he has no love for the llew 7oman, but he has ren-
dered an inestimable service to t he progress 'Of the new 
cOBception of woman in drama by making his women true, 
interesting, and forceful. Closely linked with this is 
the new conception of the theater and a clearer under-
standing of Strindberg's ideas toward both may be gained 
from his words, "Let us have a theatre where we can be 
shocked by what is horrible, where we can laugh at what 
* Comredes: August Strindberg: page 23. 
is laughable, where we can see life without shrinking 
back in terror if what has hitherto lain veiled behind 
theological or aesthetic preconceptions be suddenly re-
vealed to us. Let us have a free theatre, where there is 
room for everything but incompetence, hypocrisy and stupi~ 
ity.n* :e can easily see from this why his women are so 
far removed from the conventional types. 
Bjornstjerne Bjornson, the third of the great Soandi-
navian playwrights, ~ives us in his plays real modern 
women -- women of intelligence and poise. He is not try-
ing to explain the fa11aoy of the old ideas in regard to 
woman Ibsen has done that for ~im. He does not attempt 
to sho~ v'ith the fierce energy of a Strindberg, the mis-
takes and sorrows inherent in the new ideas and in the • 
nature of woman . He pictures fine, brave, thinking women 
in their efforts to reconoi1e the~se1ves with their en-
vironment as they find it. Bjornson might well be oa11ed 
the dramatist of the mind for it is mental adjustments 
and struggles and these usually in the minds of women 
whioh are the center of interest in his plays . He presents 
a crisis in the life of a woman, as in"fbe Gauntlet" in 
* Modern Dramatists: Ashley Dukes: page 31. 
which a young woman, Svava, discovers that her betrothed 
who has always see1!led. to be the personification of good-
ness, has committed a sin which she feels she cannot for-
give. The whole play is a reconi of her thots on the sub-
ject, what others think of her and how they all act in re-
lation th this one thing. And yet the play is vitally 
interesting, gripping and sincere in its appeal for it is 
deeply psychologic. It is not so much the actual silming 
that Svava mourns over but the fact that she can no longer 
have complete trust in Alf. Such a distinction would have 
had no plaoe in the older drama for two reasons. The women 
did not show any traits except the primal ones of love, 
hate, jealousy and others of a similar nature and even if 
the dramatist had been able to grasp the fact that they 
actually had other traits, it would have been unconven-
tional to present them. 
Svava and many more of Bjornson's women express in 
their words and actions the new attitude of thinking 
Women toward life . In the gauntlet the particular subject 
is the double standard of morality and in other plays the 
author takes up~her subjects of vital import in the life 
of the human raoe with speoial emphasis on the injustioe 
of the position of woman in the home. Vlliile little is 
aotually aooomplished in the plays, the ideas they embody 
are broadening and their eduoational value is great. 
Bjornson goes farther than most dramatists in suggesting 
reforms. Good will undoubtedly oome from plays that set 
men to thinking along new and sane lines and these plays 
have distinotly that effect . One example may show how this 
is aocomplished. 
"Svava: If you would only let men have as much trouble 
with their children as the women. Then I think we would 
Soon have a new set of principles. Oh, just let them, 
unole. 
Nordan: They haven't the time. They must rule the world. 
Sve.va: Yes. they have chosen their own part. 11* 
Bjornson, like Ibsen is in sympathy with women and his 
genius is he~ting to give a better understanding of their 
problems . 
In "The New SysteJ!l" there is a contrast betvleen the 
old and new type of ~oman, showing that both may be in-
teresting in drama if presented truthfully. The old-fash-
* The Galmtlet: Bjornstjerne Bjornson: page 56. 
ioned ideal of a v,ife as represented by the faithful and 
loving Mrs. Riis, fails when a crisis comes and she cries 
despairingly, "If I only knew how to help you! But a wife 
is merely what the man has made out of her, and sometimes 
that isn't enough." ~ 
"Beyond Our PowerH is a reI!larkable play in I:lany ays, 
notably in the use of a ~iracle I!lotive, but it is chiefly 
worthy of. study for our purposes because of its pronounced 
variation from the old conoeption of woman. As e have 
not ed, in the earlier drama love was ~ll there was of in-
terest in a woman's life. "In this play there is a clear 
distinction make between a woman's love and her thoughts 
and ideals. Clara loves her husband devotedly but oannot 
believe as he does even though she feels that this failure 
to believe is costing her untold physioal pain and suffer-
ing . The author shows that a woman oan love her husband 
with her whold heart and still keep h er individuality. The 
husband feels this when he says to her, "Do you know I 
think I love you the more for not wholly sharing my f aith 
.... Your devotion to me comes holly from yours elf. from 
your will -- and from nothing else. And I am ~roud of the 
*The _Tew I::>ystem: Bjornstjerne Bjorns on: page 281 
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tioe that causes her to leave him and when he lias had time 
to realize the tragedy of a life in which lo. e has been 
sacrificed to geography, Karen returns and the family life 
is adjusted on t he principle of mutual forbearance and love 
In "Laboremus" Bjornson has pictured an entirely dif-
fer ent type of woman -- an immoral egotist who does not 
hesitate to use every possible means for her advanoement. 
There is some similarity between her oharacter and that 
of Rebekka 'l!Test during her first year at Rosmersholm but 
Lydia in this play has no unselfich motive to redeem her. 
The Undine musio motive heightens the in~ans ity of the 
~lay hna helps to reveal in a suggestive way the oharacter 
of Lydia. InlTLeonarda" we have a revelation of the sac-
• ri~ice that a woman oan make so that those she loves may 
be happy, and the author makes olear the cruelty of a 
society which misjudges and oondemns an individual. 
Bjornson has dramatio power, sympathy for humanity 
and faith in the future to whioh he contributes the be-
lief that salvation lies in the practioe of cooperation 
and justice in home life. He has done much for drama by 
giving it good, honest, thinking women who are wotking 
out their own fates in their way. 
The first step in serious drama in England was taken 
in 1867' when TOI!l Robertson presented his play I1Soo iety lT. 
This play and the more popular one, "Caste", whioh soar. 
followed are far from being modern as we now use the won 
but they are interesting as transition pieoes. The plots 
are very similar to those used by Sheridan and Goldsmith 
but there is added in Robertson's plays a psyohologio 
interest in character and a sinoerity in transoribing life 
as he saw it whioh was entirely new in the field of drama. 
In appearance and in I!lost of her oonversation Maud Hether-
ington in "Society l1 is the old type of stage heroine but 
when she revolts against the oonditions under which she 
lives and shows her real nature, she belongs in the group 
of new women in drama. One of these passages is interest-
ing to note, not on account of its intrinsio worth but 
because of its historio value. The revolt against tradi-
tional dramatio action, the suggestion of 
matio ideals. the beginning of real oharaoter analysis 
fO 'lnd in the 'ords of Maud; 
"I will neither dress myself at the expense of a man 
I despise, control his household, owe him duty, or lead a 
life that is a daily lie; neither will I marry one I love, • 
Who has dared to doubt me, to drag hin into deeper poverty~'* 
* Society: T. W. Robertson: page 726. 
The sooial dramas of Wilde, Jones, and Pinero deal 
ohiefly with the problem of a wronged or sinning woman in 
her relation to sooiety. This type of woman had been used 
before in drama but it waB either in tragedy or farce. It 
is the attitude of the author toward his charaoters, the 
expert craftsmanship and the difference in the treatment 
of the theme that make the social comedies of these three 
playwrights essentially modern. The women portrayed are 
usually the old type f~r whom love is everything but the 
author's accurate bservation and skillful depiction of 
their characters make them new from a dramaturgic stand-
point if not from,a realistic one. 
In ItLady f.!indemere' s Fan" we have a conventionally 
gpod and a conventionally bad woman brought together and 
for the purpose of the play it is the good woman who is 
bad and the bad woman who is good. Nothing happens as the 
outcome of the aotion eyoept that Lady indemere is 
brought to her senses and I~s. Erlynne leaves London but 
these two women make the play and the aotions hich re-
veal their charaoters are of primary interest. This whole 
group of plays aimS' to present "a cross-section of life ll 
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rather than to work out any particular development of 
character. Wilde's best woman character is 1~s . Arbuthnot, 
the llWoman of l{o Imp!1rtanoe. fI She ha.s poise, good sense, 
real feeling and a forceful charaoter. It is she about whom 
the aotion of the play revolves and she fulfills the re-
quirements for the new type of woman in drama. 
Henry Arthur Jones uses as the subjeots of his plays 
what he oalls flthe problems of modern life arising out of 
the inadequacy of conventional morality.u* liThe Case of 
Rebellious Susan" shows that there is a change beginning 
in the attitRde of woman toward their environment. Susan 
herself feels the injustioe of the double standard of 
morality and her remarks lead the Admiral to say, "1 oan't 
think what's ooming over women. They never used to make 
this fuss."** Jones notioed that women were waking up and 
brought out in 
he makes them appear so in his plays. This is, a most in-
teresting manner in the charaoters of Pybue and Elaine--
Pybus, who thinks himself a genius and wants his wife to 
oreate for him "a lovely, lonely world lJ so that he may 
"bring all his powers to their full fruition.1I Elaine is 
Willing to do her share but insists, IIYes dearest. We 
*The Drama Today: Charlton Andrews: paBe 122" 
** II J 3 The vase of Rebellious Susan: Henry Arthur ones: page 9. 
will help each other. I feel, too, that I have a message 
for this age. Of course I shall be free to develop my 
own character. 
Pybus: Of course, dearest, of course. Still, I hink--- lI * 
and we know her thinks that woman's place is in the home, 
that it iA only men who need character development. 
The author may not be in sympathy with the woman 
movement but he presents those facts pertaining to the 
question which come in his particular field end e feel 
that his women are modern. The most intensely interesting 
WOrJan that Jones has created is ' Audrie Lesden in "1:ichael 
and His Lost Angel. II She may be "lost" but she is strug-
gl ing against so many things her own spoiled nature, 
her falRe environment and blighting conventions-that e 
cannot choose but crpnt her Ollr sympathy. She has ex-
traordinary vi ttili ty , clevernesf' arid c._ern and she is con-
sist nt throug,_ont end c.trivi ~ ~or t at which wOrJan has 
been taught through oountless ages to con8ider her aim in 
life 
-
11appines R in love. e:' e is dis ontented ith her->.J 
self and cries out to ;~iohael : 
"I Vlant to be Good! Help me to bp. good ! Yo ' t:link 
* The Case of Rebellious Susan : Henry Arthur Jones: ~ age 76 
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I'm foolish and light and frivolous. Well, perhaps I am, 
but when I'm with you I'm capable of anything, anything -- e 
except being an ordinary, average, good woman. 
~Uchael: But isn't that all that is required of a woman? 
Audry: Perhaps. Its rather a damnable heritage, isn't it?"* 
Audry is certainly a nev, type of woman in drama -
not only new herself but challenging all "the old ideals of 
womanhood so strongly and poignantly that we feel with her 
that to be an ordinary, average, good woman is rather a 
poor ideal for thinking human beings. And yet it was not 
so long ago when this was the only ideal. 
~ II Charlton Andrews in the Drama Today states that Ar-
thur ing Pinero is chiefly concerned in his plays with 
the problems arising out of the double standard of moral-
ity. He says: 
"The student of Pinero's plays will nO.te that his 
chief characters are nearly all women and that the domin-
ant note is the tragedy of the weaker sex, -- woman as 
the victim of circumstances largely beyond her control."** 
Pinero's best creation is Paula in "The Second Mrs . Tan-
queray.lI She is treated with sympathy and psycholoe; ic ex-
* Michael and His Lost Angel: Henry "Arthur Jones: page 39 
**The Drama To-day: Charlton Andre"r~ : page 111. 
actness . by the author and her character is so clearly 
drawn that the suicide at the end seems inevitable. Both 
her good and bad qualities make self-destruction the only 
possible solution for her under ths circumstances. Paula's 
step-daughter, Ellean, is the conventional type of inno-
cent youth who feels it her duty to shun and detest evil 
but after Paula's death she realizes how cruel she has 
been and she acknowledges the responsibility whe has trded 
to put aside. 
" Ellean: Killed 
say. But I know 
merciful!"* 
herself? Yes -- yes . So everybody will 
I helped to kill her. If I'd only been 
Nina, the rebellious and self-sacrificing heroin~ of 
"His House In Order" is another illustration of t h is ef-
fort on t he part of Pinero to break away fro m the drama-
tic models ruled by convention and make oharacters with 
more than one attribute. Nina's sudden changes fro~ pas-
sion to humil ity, her generosity in giping up t he terrible 
revenge which is in her power, her patience under supreme 
trials make her wort~~ of sympathy and intensely interest-
ing as a psychologic study. 
* ~ The Second Mrs. ~anqueray: Arthur ing Pinero: page 144 
It is interesting to note that t h is author has in 
one of his ~ighter comedies a suggestion of the change in 
the conception of woman in drama which her realized was fast 
taking place. "Trelawny of the Wells H is a picture of the 
change from romantic to realistic drama and Trelawny might 
be called a "new" actress. The play itself is of the rom-
antic type but within it the importance of realism and 
naturalness is emphasized. Pinero seems to stand on a 
mdddle ground . His women are usually of the old type but 
he treats them with the new paychologic insight. 
The plays of Arnold Bennett are clever and perhaps 
it is their very cleverness that sometimes keeps us from 
seeing their psychological significanoe. This is especial-
ly true in 11 Tne Honeymoon", where there is so muoh inter-
est in the story B,nd dialo[ue that we are apt to overlook 
the subtlety and truthfulness ~ith whioh the figure of 
Flora is drawn. The subjeot of the relation of love to a 
man's life is a vital one and it is handlei i ~uoh a way 
that it is vastly amusing to those '""ho Bre looking only 
for amusement and yet the ~sychology of the charaoters is 
a 
not Violated. Flora iShthinker but she is also a oman 
D 
and it is her tolerant womanly love which wins . He Ben-
nett has just a sUbgestion that drama rnny have one too 
far in analytio and intelleotual decisions nd he: makes 
his character the more hum n by h ving her think one thi 
and do another. 
" 1.1ileRtones" written in collaboration with ~d\'" rd 
~{noblauch, is a rogression of cha acters, showing the 
the OMAn adpq'lEttely ful:"ill 
change of ideals in succeeding generationsendAtheir part 
of this panoramic picture . Rose is a t ype of the ideal roo 
man in the older dr rna -- patient, loving, absolutely du i~ 
~l to her hu~band . Gertrude is the new oman who ha re-
fused to marry because he did not find the right man a-
mong her suiters and could not bring herse~f to "po'lor ea 
every I!lorning for the wrong rnan" .* 
In that Rparkling play called" at tl.e blic antsl1 
there is a striking illurtration 0 the applic tion of he 
ne conception of oman in dr ca. 3~ily , he re~ined and 
talented heroine,gives u everytling h'ch in he older 
drama as considered happines~ for v'oman. • he saorifice 
love , protection, o~i ion and a fo tune nd hi~ s1m ly 
bpc use, s.h y; rep e. it 0 or an, 11 dif~er as 
* ilestones: Arnold enne t: p ge 70. 
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to the precise point where shame ought to begin."* 
In a play by Allan Monkhouse callecl "Man Broome" 
there is a very advanoed treatment of the relation of a 
woman to a marriage for which she is in no way adapted. 
Forced into it by public opinion" she finally revolts and 
resolves to go to Canada with a man of her own class, one 
who will be dependable . Her argument before her husband's 
relatives is pathetiC and thoug-ht-provoking. 
"Mary: !:Tow George True::'it and I have talked it over and we 
think we see what's right. It can't be right but it's not 
so wrong as other things ••••• But I want to be sure of 
things. I want things to last. I want to feel that I'm 
faithful and true. Its strange for me to be running away 
from my husband for that. I'm not one of the kind that 
does it. Its funny that I'm leaving you because I want to 
be a proper wife. F'raps I'm all wrong. It~s hard for a 
g'irl like me, not very clever to make out things. Its all 
been very unu8ua1. I may be wrong but I can't help it. II ** 
The author's treatment of his leading character is earn-
est and sympathetic and he adds his testmmony to the grow-
ing belief that marriage is not always the best solution 
of the problem of a woman who h~s been wronged . 
*~hat the Public rants: Arnold Bennett & Edward Knob-
lauch: page 144. 
** Mary Broor.1e: Allan Monkhouse: page 81. 
Granville barker has gone to the extreme in his at-
tempt to present life as it really is. He ignores artistio 
seleotion and banishes rules, saoritioing drama for realism 
but he does present oharaoters so human that we feel per-
sonally aoquainted with them. This is espeoially ttae of 
the women in the most dramatio of his plays, liThe Voysey 
Inheritanoe". Mrs . Voysey is one of those elderly women 
who are tolerant and good and read hi fh-class cLlltural 
magazines. She oonsiders marriage the natural state, nonoe 
you're married" and oannot believe that se!laration is pos-
sible. Perhaps even more familiar is the oharaoter of 
Honor , the worker of the family, imposed upon by all but 
seemingly without thought of revolt. She is resigned 
through habit and waits on all of the other mlmbers of 
the family "beoause somebody has to". Alioe Maitland is 
more adve.noed, very s ensible and praotioal, with high 
ideals but no nonesense about the methods of oarrying 
them out. Her convers6tion with Edward Voysey concerning 
principles has an unu8uel and ultra-realistio flavor be-
cause of her frequent interruptionsof the serious theme 
with the demand that he c'·aol~ her another nut. Barker 
has succeeded admirably in this play ih giving a detailed 
picture of English middle-olass family life and he oan-
not be criticised from the standpoint of oharacter draw-
in however much he ,f ails dramaturgioally. 
It is almost impossible to traoe the psychology of 
the leading charaoter in liThe :Marrying of Ann Leete'! Her 
prinoipal objeot in marrying , a gardener and outting her-
self off from her world seems to be to avoid a marriage 
of convenienoe whioh had been arra~ged for her. Her bro-
ther George calls her a "new voman" who wants a new world 
-- and perhaps she is too "newll for our oomprehension. 
The women in II Vlaste" are not quite so cl early drawn but 
there is muoh of interest in their oonversation. Lady 
Davenport voices the fundamental fallaoy of the old ar-
gument that women do not need to vote because they are 
the rulers of men anyway when she says. "Yes. my dear, 
but power without responsibility isn't good for the char-
acter that wields it either. lI * Franoes. the strong. broa~ 
minded. noble moman who has remained unmarried protests 
against the oondi tiona by wh ioh lI ~lost women must express 
themselves through rnen."** Amy. the woman who is chiefly 
*Waste: Granville Barker: page 223. 
"' *Waste: Granville Barker: page 230. 
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concerned with the "waste" is not portrayed as a very ad-
mirable character. I She is physically fascinatin . , but weak 
and unwilling to bear the consequences of her sin. The 
author seems to be sh owing, especially in the contrast 
between ~rances and Amy / how different two woman can be 
whose conditious in life are similar. He shows the new 
woman not as a single type developed by a change in man's 
attitude toward woman, but as a variety o~ types, each a 
natural outgrowth of a certain reaction to ard the n ew 
idea 
The plays of John Galsworthy are chiefly di~tineuished 
f or their realism and power. His realism, unlike that of 
Barker, is selective and his power is rather that of cha~ 
acter than of plot. He adheres strictly to his belief 
that the dramatist should take an interesting Ret of cha~ 
acters and let them work out their own plot even if, as 
in"fhe Pigeon" a real plot does not develop. He has been 
aocuRed of pessimism but discor tent with conditions as 
they are means not pessimi~m but rrogre c and in spite of 
t h e somber note in ~ is work we feel that Gals orthy d oes 
not dispair of hu~anity but of the artificial con ention 
under which people are force d to live. ~ en if he ere a 
• 
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pes simist, however, we should forgive him in our whole- " 
souled enjoyment of the art of his works .• The women who 
make the strongest appeal are those who are abused and 
down-trodden yet make no resistance. Their very docility 
gives them a pathetic strength and rouses our anger against 
the conditions which make their lot necessary. 
Mrs. Jones in I1The Silver Box" is one of the women 
who is most self-effacing and who stands out strongly as 
a dramatic figure. .She is quiet, neat and uncomplaining [l 
although she has had nearly all the t~Quble possible to a 
woman. She is unaffectedly grateful for whatever is given 
her by those of a· higher class even though it is these 
very people with their false ideals of life who have caused 
the greatest part of her misery. Her futile, pathetic plea 
with her husband not to go away but to think of the child-
ren deepens the tragedy and enbances our wympathy for her. 
She is a common drudge but the ~roine of a vital tragedy. 
r:hat a change from the old idea that tragedy Was possible 
only when queens and princesses were concerned! 
The figures of Ruth HoneYVlill, down-trodden and mis-
erable, the instigator of the action in TlJustice Tl , Urs. 
Megan. the weak. pleasure-loving ward o~ a society which 
wishes her dead but '·ill not let her die, Freda. the lad-
ies maid in"the Eldest Son" who has been ron[;ed but fe-
fuses marriage as a reparation; are all examples of how 
much deep insight into character end conditions and a clear 
simple presentation of facts can do in giving women -- or-
dinary poor women -- a vital and signi~icant place in drama. 
Perhaps the most po erful of Galsworth's plays in . 
which a woman is the central character is "The ugitive." 
It deals with the problem of a cultured oman, a lady, Tho 
has ceased to love her husband and so refuses to live with 
him or accept aid frmm him. The tragedy of her ~ate is 
her inability to do anything usefua by which she can earn 
her living. Clare, the fugitive, has many good qualities 
8nd alRo many bad ones. She perfectly sir.cere in her 
feelin or that Rhe mu t l eave her hu.sband. She says, "~ieht ? 
hat ever else i right -- our life is not . I swear before 
rod that I' e tried and tried. I s ear before God that if 
I believed we could ever again love each other only a lit-
tle tiny bit, ltd go back .. C n't yo see that I'm ~ ig ht­
in . for all my life to come -- not to be bu.ried live--
not to be slowly smothered. Look at mel I'm not wax I'm 
flesh and blood. And you want to prison me for ever 
body and soul. 11* 
After she ha~ tried to support herself and has found 
it impossible beof- use of her training she realizes that it 
is indeed "a ourse to be a lady when you have to earn your 
own living ."** She herself explains that it is not that 
the work is too hard b\{t "its the working under people; its 
having to do it. being driven. and every Forning getting +. 
there at the same time"** that is intolerable to 8 sensi-
tive ':loman who has never learned to disoipline herself. 
I,ike Paula. Tanqueray , it is both her good anc bad qual ities 
that lead her to destruotion. Her innate honeRt~ and deter-
mination not to take anything ~or which she roes not give 
a return leads her to ruin because she has only one thing 
to ive. 
The new oonoe-p ion oP honor in OMen is e~ rressed in 
a conversation between the author. ]alise and Clare's bro-
there 
"rEalise: If she t rops hal:'-way. it's better than i:' s:"e'd 
never flown. Your sister, fli.r. is tryin the rin s of ... er 
*The VUgitive: John Gals orthy: page 41 
**The ~gitive: John Galswort~v: page 59. 
spirit, out of the old slave market. ~or women as for men, 
there's more than one kind of dishonor, Captain Hunt-ng-
don, and worse things than beine dead . . e each have our own 
views as to what they are. But they all co~a to -- death 
... , -L' ."" C; (..) " * 
'l..4o .. e.;;. ~ ~ . 
It i3 Clare's sense of justice that leads her to 
desert her husband and her love that causes her to leave 
l~e.lise and since she cannot work , the only t wo courses 
open to her are prostitution and death . The former she 
finds i c possible because of her nature and training so 
h~r suicide seems inevitable. This play is a strong and 
psychologic if unpleasant study of one woman in her strLlg-
gle against conditions that seem unjust to her. 
Bernard Shaw, the brilli nt iconoclast, might be ex-
pected to present new B.nd unusual types o~ women and he 
succeeds adm1rebly in creating adv nced and independent 
char acters ~ho re rot ere creatures of plot. These TO-
men a~ e up-to-date, thou[htful, and clever with natural 
characteristics, neither8LI eood or 11 bad . They live 
their own lives end make us feel their indi iduality . The 
best o~ these r..e,\," omen of Sl:a form the nucleus for the 
* The 7ugitive:· John Galsworthy : page 56. 
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best of his plays. His dramas seem to be more than those 
of any other playwrit ht except perhaps Ibsen, dramas of 
women. He seems to understand their natures better and to 
, 
transform his ideas end observations ,nto characters more 
cleverly than most of the others. Perhaps the most delight-
ful of his cre~tions is Candida -- womanly, sympathetic, a 
mixture of the practical and ideal so often fonnd in a 1:', 
woman's nature. !:larchbanks , who thtnks he u.nderstands her J 
cries out, HIs it like this for her here always? A woman 
with a great soul, craving for reality, truth, freedom and 
being fed on metaphors, sermons stale perorations, mere 
rhetoric?"* What he cannot understand is that she ~ay en-
joy the sermons and rhetoric and love the man who utters 
then. Candida is rn individual and she does not feel that 
he r life must necessarily be lived for some man . She real-
izes her own value and does-not like the idea of being £uct 
auctioned off to one of the two ~en ho want her. 
IICnadHta: Oh, I a1"'1 to choose, am I? I suppose it is quite 
settled that I !!lust belong to one of the other. 
Morell : Quite . You. must choose defmnitely . 
Marohbanks: Morell , you don't underst nd. She Means that 
she b gs to herself. 
* Cpndida: George ~annard Shaw: page 24~. 
Candida: I mean that and a good deal more . And pray, my 
lords and masters, what have you to offer for my choice?"* 
Shaw has portrayed her character so cleverly that we 
are not quite sure until the end what she is going to do. 
She is a new kind of dramatic heroine and we have no stan-
dard by which to judge her but she is a delightful person-
ality and perhaps more natural and interesting because we 
oannot wholly understand her. 
"Getting I!arriedll is a frank and interesting discus -
sion of the different phases of the marriage question put 
in dramatio form. All of the characters are deoidedly in-
dividual and each has a different view of the question to 
present. All of the women except Mrs. Brideenorth are very 
advanced. There is Editp who, on the day set for her wed-
ding refuses to go through the ceremony beoause of the 
absurd divorce laws: then there is Lesbia V7ho ca lls her-
self "a regular old maid" and says," The one thing I never 
oBuld stand is a great lout of a man smoking allover my 
house a nd going to sleep in his chair after dinner and 
untidying every thine. Ugh!"**Her really advanoed vieVi S, 
however. are in regard to children. 
*Candida: George Bernard Shaw: page 279. 
** Getting 11arried: George Bernard Shaw: page 219 
nLe~bia: I ought to have children. I should be a good moth-
er to children. I believe it would pay the countFY very well 
to pay me very well to have children. But the country tells 
me that I cp~n' t have a child in my house without a man in 
it too; so I tell the country that it will have to do with-
out my children. If I am to be a mother, I really oannot 
have a man bothering me to be a wife at the same time. n * 
This is a very daring statement but it brings up sev-
eral problems in regard to women which are worthy of thought. 
In some ways Lesbia is the most advanced women in modern 
drama. 
Her niece Leo is married and, thinking herself tired 
of her husband/ is applyine for a divorce. The inoidents in 
oonnection with this proceeding are very funny, ridiouling 
still further the English divorce laws. She is still on 
perfectly good terms with her husband and soon disoovers 
that he is more interesting than she had thou ht him and 
that she cares as much for him as for the other man. At 
last, unable to solve her difficulty, she declares that she 
loves them both and decides that she would like to be mar-
ried to a rnunber of different men at different times. This 
*Getting !.!attied: George Bernard Shaw: page 219. 
idea is cettainly novel even though there is little else to 
recommend it. Mrs. George is also a very "new" character. 
She is a thoroughly experienced woman who knows ex~ctly how 
to handle men and get what she wants. She is very advanced 
in her views on marriage, believing that when a woman gets 
tired of her husbandJ she should leave him and stay away un-
til she chooses to return. 
n:rvlrs. Warren's Profession" presents two new kinds of 
women. Mrs. iiarren is a type of woman which was not pre-
sented in the older drama. Her shameful prefession makes 
her unpleasant as a person but she is interesting as a 
dramatic character. She becomes almost a tragic figure 
when she is telling ber daughter Vivie the circumstances 
that caused her to begin her manner of living. Vivie rep-
resents the practical side of the new woman raised to the 
nth power. She is well-educated independent, logical and 
seeming-ly heartless but she is an appealing figure never-
theless. She has no ·oatience filith the old ideals of "maid-
enly reserve aLd gentlemanly chiValry; because she thinks 
that they must have cansecl a "frifhtful waste of time 
especially women's time."* The end of the play is the 
*Mrs. Warren's Profession: George Bernard She. page 168. 
most delightful and novel. She sacrifices love seemingly 
without a pang. She bids her mother good-bye "r.1atter-of-
fa ctly" and the rest of the play is in pantomime . "Vivie 
laughs at Frank's note, tears it up and tosses the pieces 
into the waste-paper bauket without a second thought. Then 
she goes at her work with a plunge."* To her, not love or 
luxury, but work is the basis of life and this is one of 
the fundar.1ental ideas of modern drama. As we have seen, in 
the early drama a heroine was a person who could do abso-
lutely nothing in the way of useful work, while the new 
heroine, if whe may be called such, is usually a worker 
and often a very hUEble one. 
Ann Vlhi te f ield in "Man and Supermanll has gone a step 
further . She believes that it is the woman v.rho should 
choose her mate and that any means are jus ti f iable in the 
pursuit of the right man. The new idea presented here is 
that of the Life ~orce which brihgs together the people \'-ho 
whose union will do the most to increase the efficiency of 
the race. 
The character of Gloria in "You Never Can Tell" is 
a satire on the type of woman who plays with love and 
*:Mrs. 'tarren 's Profession: Gee.~ge Bernard Shaw : pa e 244. 
thinks she is doing no harm, and much of the enjoyment of 
the play comes from the conflict between this independent ~ 
and previously unvanquished young lady and the man who is 
cl everer than herself at the game of love-making. Gloria's 
mother,r.1rs . Clandon, is so advanced and deoided in her views 
that she has left her old-fashioned husband and assumed the 
training of her children alone. 0he has absolute faith in 
her own methods, and encourages unrestrained development 
and individual expression even at the e~pense of all the 
attributes tha t were formerly considered necessary to child-
ren. 
The roman in "The SheWing-up of Blanco Posnet" is a 
mystic character, not de~tnitely and realistically drawn 
like mORt of Shaw's women, but she says one t hing that pl a ce s 
her in the catagory of modern women . "I wae a good wife to 
the child's father. I don't think any woman Rnts to be a 
good wife tw~ce in her life. I want so~ebody to be a good 
husband to me now ."* A statement of this nature would have 
been unheard of in anything but recent drama. 
Eac~ of Shaw 's WOT!:en is interes ting in her oVln parti-
cular way the fascinating Jennifer Dubedat of "The 
* The Shewing-up of Blanco Posnet: George Bernard Shaw: 
age 442. 
Doctor 's Dilemma", Hajor Barbara, resolute and inspired, 
the charming little Cleopatra, and even the disagreeable 
Blanche Sartorius of "Widower's Houses". In "The Philan-
derer" two types of women are contrasted. One is Julia 
Craven, the woman who pretends to be advanced and intel-
leotual in order to ~ in the affeotions of a man/and in op-
position to her is Graoe Tranfield, the real new woman, who 
believes in the best things of the Ibsen cult and acts upon 
her belief. ~hen she says to Chartaris: 
"I will never marry a man I love too much. It would 
give him a terrible advE'ntage over me,"* she expresse~ a 
new attitllde toward love and a revelation of the reason 
for the unhappiness of so many of the old-fashioned women 
who love their husbands devotedly. There is a note of 
pathos at the close of the play which makes the ending dif-
ferent although tt is the conventional one of an engagement. 
Graoe says quietly to Julia; 
lIThey think this is a happy ending, Julia. -- these 
!!len -- our lords and I!!asters ."** 
In llCaptain Brassbound's Conversion" She: has depart-
ed fro!!l 1':i8 usua.l idea of omen and haR given us a woman 
*Tbe Philanderer: George ~ernard Shaw: ~age 122. 
** The Philanderer: George Bernard Shaw : page 160. 
whose ahief aharaateristia is aharm. Lady Ciaely is a most 
delightful person, so alever that she knows how to hide 
her aleverness and she knows just how to manage men. Her 
simple ingenuousness and her artless aonfusion of impott-
ant and trivial matters make her at onae appealing and 
powerful and she always gets what she w~nts. It is hard to 
make the aharm of a aharaater felt by quoting only a few 
speeahes but some idea of her manner may be gi~en. ~hen 
presented with a desaription of the dangers attendant upon 
her proposed expedition she says, "But I always eo everY"-" 
where. I know the people here wont touah me. They have 
suah niae faaes and suah pretty saenery."* Later in her 
aonquest of Captain Brassbound, she tells him, "After all, 
those men must really like you, Captain Brassbound. I feel 
sure you have a kind heart. You have suah nice eyes. It ** 
Lady Ciaely is a perfeat manager and by persuasion and 
prevariaation she always makes everything go as she wantE 
it to go. In the portrayal of this aharaater, Shaw seems 
to be laughing at himself for every quality that he has 
given to his other women is here subordinated to the one 
gift of aharm. 
*Captain Brassbound's Conversion: George Bernard Shaw: page 160 
** Captain ~ra~sbound's Conversion: George Bernard Shaw: 
page 244. 
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Among the other English dramatists of note there are 
four who are of partioular interest in the study of women 
in drama. Barrie in "What Every Woman Knows" abd"fbe Le-
gend of Leonora" shows the dramatio value of the old-fash-
ioned woman and emphasizes that important trait, eharm, 
which has been overlooked by the other dramatists with the 
exoeption of Shaw in the play just mentioned. There is an 
indefinable attraotion about Barrie's women and they steal 
aways our hearts even if we oannot admire their oharaoters. 
In the one-act play IlHalf an Hour", the woman is hardly 
justified in what she does but whe is so oharming and oar-
ries o~f a difficult situation with 8uoh audaoity and 
graoe that she wing our sympathy in spite of us. 
"Rutherford and Sonn by ~ith:~ SO'erby is a sombre, 
powerful drama showing realistioally the oolorless life 
of a fBmily under the absolute despotism of the father. It 
is a powerful se~mon againRt the subjeotion of women --
strong in its theme and pathetio in its details. Janet 
Rutherford is the most tragio figure and the aut~or makes 
us feel the injustioe of her position by the mere statement 
of faots. She and her cister are disoussing Susan, the 
00 
house-maid. 
nAnn: Susan's not one of the family! A OOmI!1on serllant lass. 
Janet: Like me. 
Ann: Just you let your father hear you . 
Janet: V:e do the same things . 
Ann: SUsan's paid for it. Whoever gave you a farthing?'''* 
Rutherford cannot understand why a woman should want 
anything -exoept food and clothes and he thinks he has done 
everything necessary for his daughter when he has provided 
these. This tragedy of misunderstanding is expressed in a 
dialogue between them. 
"Rutherford: Fine words to cover up the shame and disgraoe 
you brought on me -- • 
Janet: On you? 
Rutherford : Where'd you hat been if I hadn't set you up? 
Janet: Down in the village -- in amongst it, with the 
other women, in a oottage -- happy maybe. 
Rutherford (angrilyJ I brought you up for a lady as idle 
as you please -- you might ha' set wi' your 1 ands afore 
you from morn till night if you'd had a mind to . 
Janet: Me a lady? What do ladies think about, sitting the 
* Rutll erford and Son: Githa So erby: page 32. 
day long with their hands before them? 'hat have they in 
their hearts?fI* Rere is a plea for responsi1?ility and work 
for women and an ' expression of the sooial idea whioh differ 
entiatea modern drama from that of earlier times. To be 
"in amongst themll ruld to have wo rk that will keep mind and 
hand busy is what the modern woman wants and her wishes 
are refleoted in the drama of the period. 
Another play of a similar nature but more poetioally 
traGio in its tone and oharaoterization is "The Tragedy of 
Nan" by John Masefield. It is a simple story of a poor abused 
eirl and not a little of its charm is in the use of the 
oountry dialeot. The tragedy of a life is summed up in the 
words of an after she has reoeived the gold pieces which 
are to pay for her father's death and her suffering. 
"And there was a girl. II young girl with a sick heart . 
D'you know what came to 'er? She came among them as might 
have made much of 'er. For she'd 'ave give a lot for a kind 
word. ' Er heart wa~ that broke 'er'd 'ave broke out a-cry-
ing at a kind word •..•• You 'ad me in your power. And wot 
was good in me you sneered at. And fat was sweet in me you 
soured. And wot was bright in me you dulled. I was a fly 
'" Rutherford and Son: Githa Sowerby: page 90. 
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in a spider's web. And the web came round and round me, till 
it was a shroud, t~ll there was no more joy in the world. 
Till my 'eart was bitter as that ink and all choked. And 
for that I get little yellow round things."* 
This is surely a departure from the old idea that 
wealth was all that was necessary for happiness. Another 
new note is the suggestion that there are different kinds 
of love. In the older drama love .'was love. The hero loved 
the heroine and she either reciprocated or not but there 
was no differentiation in quality. Nan with clear insight 
sees that Dick's love for her is not the right kind. She 
says, "But you come. And you 'ave yo love of a girl. You 
says lovely things to 'ere Things as'd move any girl 
and only because you be greedy. Gree dy of a mouth agen your 
mouth; of a girl's lips babbli ng love at you."** Iran is a 
unique and decidedly appealing character in ~odern drama. 
Somewhat suggestive of IJasefield I s plays in. the URe 
of diEl ect and simple character delineation are t h e Irish 
dramas and although the plays which grew out of the IriRh 
Theater ~,1ovement are not directly concerned with present-
ing a new type of woman, there are a few which suggest this 
* The Tragedy of I:an : gohn l!-asef ield: -na ge 65. 
"' *The Tragedy of Nan: John Masefield: page 69. 
idea. The woman in the plays o~ Lady Gregory and IT. B. 
Yeats are for the most part si~ple, superstitious Irish 
peasants with no thought of improving their condition. 
John J . Synge comes the nearest to picturing a new woman 
inllfhe Shadow of the Glen" . This play is a somber tragedy 
of the sort of marriage made necessary by the econoMic 
conditions in Ireland. lora Bu.rke is imaginative and longs 
for hap )iness b~t bas secrificed it for 110. bit of a farm, 
and cows on it, and sheep on the back hills ."* omen have 
a place in the Irish plcys bnt their treatment is largely 
suggestive and iMa[inative and the plays in hich tbey 
appear are pictures rather than character sketches. 
Perhaps the most evolutionRry of all odern dramas 
as far as the treatment of omen is concerned is Stanley 
Houghton's IIHindle I. akes". The characters are rather or-
dinary ppople and the plpy rogresces quietly through the 
~irst two acts in .hich it r vealed that Fanny Ha horn 
has spent the week-end in a ne r-by town with Ian J ff-
cote, the son of her father's e~ployer. The surprises 
come owards the end after Alan's ~ her ha aBreed ith 
the parents of anny tbat the o !!lust r.:arry . ey are 
*The Shadow of the Glen: J. S,nge: page 25. 
discussing the details of the ceremony when Fanny remarks, 
111 was just wondering where I come inll.* She is told that 
all she has to do is to stand up and be married, to which 
she repl ies, lIyou' 11 look rather foolish if that ts just 
what I won't do. f1 * Consternation greets this outbur.t and 
she goes on: "It doesn't suit me to let you settle my af-
fairs without so much as consulting me. 
:[rs. Hawthorn: Consulting you! l'lhat is there to consult YO >l 
about, I'd like to know? You want to ~a~ Alan, I suppose, 
and all we're talking about is the best way to bring it a- l 
bout . 
Fanny : That's just where you make the mi stal{e . I don't 
want to marry ~lan and what's more , I haven't the least 
intention of marrying him."** 
Shortly after this Fanny and Alan are 1e~t ogether 
in the hope that he may persuade her to do the conventional 
thing . ~heir dialo[ue revp-als the fact that Alan thinks 
~anny is ~aking a great sacri~ice a d is giving him up be-
cause she fears the marriage will spoil hiS life. She 
shatters this belief in the most striking passage of the 
play. IIDon' t you kid yourself , my lad. It isn't because 
* Hindle Uakes : Stanle;)T :{OU[ hton: page 94. 
** Hindle ~ kes : Stanley Houghton: page 95. 
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I'm afreid of spoiling your life that I'm refusing you, 
but because I'm a~raid o~ spoiling mine! That didn't oc-
cur to you."* And of course it hadn't or to any other man 
in a siMilar position. Situations of this kind in drama 
before tl.is even in such a recent play as Galsworthy' s "The 
Eldest Son" had been treatecl entirely from the standpoint 
of the man. This was certainly an innovation. Later Fanny 
utters more heresy in tryiLg to exnlain her attitude. "All 
WOEen aren't built alike •.• I was ryond of you in a way~ 
Allan: But you didn 't ever really love Me? 
Fanny: Love you, Good heaven~, of course not! hy on earth 
should I love you?~* 
And she repeats almost word for ord the st tement he has 
reade ~re iously but hich did not sound so strange coming 
from a man. lIycu ere just someone to h e a bit of fun ith. 
You were en BJTlUSement -- a lark."** 
By her straightforward logic she shatters t e conven-
tional arguments with ~hich her motter tries to perRusde 
her. 
"1;'anny: You're not really an ry with me because 0:: what 
I've d-ohe. Its because I' I!l not going 0 have pny of • ...r. 
Jeffcote's money hat you ant to turn me out o~ the hou e. 
Mrs . Hawthorn : Its not! It because you choose to be a irl 
*Hindle . a' es: Stanley Houghton : pa elOO. 
** Hindle akes: Stanley ~outhton : page 103. 
who's lost her reputation, instead of letting Alan make 
you into an honest woman . 
Fanny: How can he do that? 
Mrs . Hawthorn: By wedc1ing ~rou of course. 
~anny: You called him a blackeuard this morning . 
~~s . Hawthorn: So he is, a blackguard. 
Fanny: I c~'t see ho~ marrying a blackgua~d is going to 
turn me into an honest woman . 
IvIrs . H~~wthorn: If he marries. you he wont be a blacke,uard 
any longer. 
Fanny: Then it looks as if I'm asked to wed him t9 turn 
him into an honest man."* 
In Fanny's last words there is a note of triumph and 
fearlessness for the future. "Its right good of you, Alan, 
but I shant starve. I'm not without a trade at ny finger 
tips, thou knows . I'm a Lancashire lass, and as long as 
there's weaving sheds in Lancashire I shall earn enough 
brass to keep me going . I wouldn't live at horre again after 
this, not anyhow! I 'm going to be on my own in ~uture . 
You've no call to be afraid. I'm not going to disgrace you. 
But so long as I've to live my own li~e I don't see hy I 
*Hindle l'"akes: Stnnihey Roughton: page 106. 
shouldn't chose what its to be."* 
The play that seems to be the best expression of the 
influence of the femimist movement in Germany is"l\.[agda~by 
Hermann Sudermann . The struggle of this play is a vital one, 
representing the two phases of duty - duty to one's par-
ents and duty to one's self . The old-fashioned German at-
mosphere is an ideal one in which to Vlork out such a theme 
and in spite of tradition Sudermann makes us feel that it . 
is Magda v.ho is in the right. She says truly, "I ar.l rryself 
and throut"h myself I have beoome what I am."** She is de-
termined in oarrying out what she believes tight but she 
loves her father and her strurgle is to do what she must 
without hurting him. The impossibility of reconoiling these 
two objeots makes the tragedy. Both the tender and the 
d~termined side of her nature is brought out in her oon-
versation with .r..er father when she se.ys, IlFather dear, I 
ill hunble myself before you willingly, I lament 'ith my 
whole heart t hat I've brought sorrow to yoU today ••.• But 
I must live out my own life. That lowe to myself anr mine. 
Good- bye. " ... 
Edward Everett Hale, Jr. in } is Dramatists of Today~ 
*Hihdle r aIres: Stanley Houehton : page 107. 
** Maeda : Hermann Sudermann; page 122. 
.. 1agda : Hermann Shdermann : page 132. 
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declares that the struggle as e:q,ressed in this play is the 
basis of the new conception of woman in drama. He says that 
this play "does show us the new woman, but that is only a 
current form of the difference between new idees and con-
servatism or conventionaltsm, as you may choose to call it~* 
Magda is then a symbol for the new j.deas, her father for 
the old. This suggestion does not seem qUite adequate for 
it detracts from the hUman interest of the piece and beli~s 
the importance of Magda as a ''loman, which is one of the 
most essential things in the play. Our sympathy is with 
~agda whether we consider her as a representative of the 
hew ideas or whether we take a more personal viewpoint and 
consider her as a woman. f a feel that she has been treated 
unjustly and according to our standards she is in the right 
when she says to her father j "You blame me for living out 
my life without asking you and the whole family for per-
mission . And why should I not? Was I not without family? 
Did you not send me out into the world to earn my bread 
and then disown me because the way I earned it was not to 
your taste."** Oharles R. Oaffin says of 1vIagda, "The main 
point is that she is a woman with an independant will and 
* Dramatists of Today: Hale: page 78. 
** Magda: Hermann Sudermann: page 156. 
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the cOllrage to exert it and abide by the consequences. She 
is in revolt against that sacrifice of womanhood which a 
false ideal of home life entails. Her spirit is too free, 
too eager to touch life at mnny pomnts, too restlessly 
oonsmQous of power in itself, to brook the small and nar-
row surroundings in whioh convention would have kept her 
imprisoned. n * 
This play is the greatest of the dramas of the man 
who has always stood for individualism and has discovered 
that this oan best be expressed through a woman. In Magda 
we do not feel that there is anything morbid or that the 
author draws our sympathy to a character who is unworthy 
of it. He even suggests that there are duties to others 
which cannot be selfishly put aSide, when Hagda asks the 
Pastor; 1!Have I not a life to live alsO? Have I not a right 
to seek my OVin happiness ':'" and he replies, 
"No; nO one has that."** Magda is the only one of 
Sudermann's plays that presents what we m~ght call the good 
phase of individualism. The "Joy of Livingll carries the 
idea a little too far and when we look at Nina dispassion-
ately , away from the play, v'e do not feel that she. like 
*The Appreciation of Drama:Charles H. Caf~in: pEge 149. 
** Magda: Hermann Sudermann: page 139. 
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Magda is in the right. There is a kind of blunting of our 
moral sense. e admire the play and the character as a 
work of art, but ideals such as Nina stands for and expres-
ses are dane-erouS. In the "Fires of st.Johnll this is carried 
a step farther still and licence is extolled. 'e are forced 
to sympathise TIith characters V'1ho act contrary to all our 
ideas of right and this play distinctly emphasises the 
lower ar.d more selfish phases of individualism. 
The plays of Hauptmann are of t a ~ypes, the poetical-
ly symbolical, represented by "The Sunken Bell" and. the 
brutally realistic suoh as liThe eaver~.11 In liThe Sunken :3 
Bellll, the author conceives of two idealS in he life of a 
man __ the artist ideal and the duty ideal. t is tee old 
strugele of individuali~m against cor.ventional right and 
ir this play the fir~t is typified by the ~oy-giving 
Rautendelein and the second by the loving wife ::a da . There 
is little of the psycholotical in the de iction of either 
of these omen and our ohief intere~t is n hat they rep-
resent and in the poetiC be uty of t~eir 1 neua e. 
_n 11 The ea ers" here are countlesS c racters, men. 
and OMen, all deftly oven in a he revelation of the 
central idea -- starvation . There is no leading character 
but certain ones stand out in our memory on aocount of 
particularly keen misery . e ~ind this misery expressed in 
many ways but in none more poignantly than in a speech by 
Luise, a mother who has watched her four chi ldren starve 
to death. 
"Luise: Yes, I set up to be a mother, that's what I do --
an ' if you'd like to kLOW it, that's why I would send all 
the manufacturers to hell because I'm a mother -- Not 
one of the four could I keep in life! It was c '''yin'. more 
than breathin' with me from the time each poor little 
thing came into the world till death took pity on it."* 
The tragedy of motherhood among the very poor is expresse' 
powerfully and pathetically in this p!sy. 
The third German dramatist who has distinguished him-
self in helping to bring about the new treatment of women 
in drama is Wedekind. He has opeLed up an entirely new and 
some hat startling field of dramatic research. His best-
known play, "The Awakening of Springl1, is a draaatic de-
nunciation of the reluct&nce of parents to tell their 
chi ldren t he vital facts of life and reproduction, and it 
* The t'eavers: Hauptmenn: page 130. 
is indirectly a crit1aism of the German school system. It 
is a tragic piece, with no unity except in subject. The 
s cenes are 'episodes and are chiefly character-revealing 
dialogues. Practically all of the action takes place be-
t ween the scenes and the s pectator see E' only the tregic r e-
sults. One of the most pathetic parts of the play is the 
scene in which the young girl begs her mother to tell her 
about herself and the ~other ref uses through fear or shy-
ness to tell the truth thus bringing about t he trag edy. The 
girl has our entire s J~pathy and t hrough his treatment of 
her tee author suggests that we sh ould view erring women 
with tolerance since i gnorance of t he laws of life may have 
caused their f all. He bl ames t h e system and not the indi-
vidual for t Le wretchednesF of s ociety. 
There are many "-' rench dramatists "ho are active in the 
new yr;over-ent but t h ere are only a few i mportant ones whose 
orks ~r e ava ilable in ~nBlish s o thi s study ~ill be conftined 
to Brieu~, Hostand, Beoque and Hervieu. Brie~ i s t h e most 
active in t he strue;[,l e :'or t be emancipation of woman and 
his plea is for t he abolition of t he dowery as a neces s ity 
o~ a Frenoh girl's Marriage and for personal purity of 
both sexes. All of Brieuz's dramas are thes±s plays and 
he has often been accused of sacrificing truth and dram-
atic power if necessary in order to prove his thesis. 
Truth is undoubtedly sacrifioed n "The Three Daughters 
of 1'1. Dupont 11 , but it is a powerful and human drama and 
we forget that three daughters representing the three pos-
sible conditions for women wculd probably not be found in 
the same family. Granting the author's premise there is 
nothing illogioal in the way ~he theme is worked out. The 
three occupations possible for women in. France are repre-
sented in this play by Julie, the wife, Caroline, the un-
married worker outside the home, and Angile, the prostitute. 
The unhappiness of each is shown and the tragedy is in the 
their helplessness. The marriage of Julie has been con-
summated throuLh fraudulent representation on both sides. 
There is no real love and Julie longs for children while 
her husband hates them. She tries to free herself from 
him but public opinion and the testimony of her sisters 
that other methods of earning a living are worse than hers 
drive her b~ok. Brieu~ does not pretend to use pleasant 
themes but his attitude is not pessimistic. He feels that 
these deplorable conditions ill be righted if people only 
know ebout them and there is hope , not in any particular c 
case in his drs.mas, but in their general atmosphere. 
The women in his much-discussed drama, "Damaged Goods" 
are chiefly i~portant in their relation to the theme. The 
terrible fate of many innocent women is brought to light 
in a plain and acienti£ic manne r with sincerity and dram-
atic power . Brieux is the champion of the women and cnild-
ren and through his intensitJ of purpose he has introduoed 
mal'.Y new themes into the fiUd of drama. "tlaterni y" is an 
indictment of the system by rhich a man may fo~ce his ife 
to have children againRt her will even hen they are des-
tined to be sickly because cf their father's excesses. 
Lucie, the principal character, is married to a an ho b -
lieves in large faJl'lilies, vhatever ni~ery and trouble they 
may bring. The econo io problem is again re en ed hen 
Annette cannot JI'larry the man h loves and ho ha ronged 
her, because she is poor. :'adeleine is unhappy because 
motherhood has taken a ay ome of her beauty and h r husband 
has ceased to love her . The whole play is a protest a ainRt 
the selfishness of men and the 8 it~d that rnot.er-hood 
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out of wed-lock is a crime. In "The Ind.ependent ~oman"* 
Brieux gives a hopeful note in regard to the economic in-
dependence of women. Therese, the intelligent, far-seeing 
woman of this play/ says, "No, I t c:.ke the train tonight for 
Paris. But the workingmen will have no oause to rejoice. 
In this new war of the sexes, it is the men who will be 
conquered because women work at lower wages -- they don't 
have to make money to squander at the saloon -- and only 
the men will be defeated, only the men M. Feliat! The sons 
of bourgeois f amilies i"ho haven't enough stamina to marry 
girls without dowries will be sure to find them later, on 
their way ~ poor girls whom they have forced to go to work! 
A new era has begun. In every land, in the cities, in the 
country, among rich and poor, out of every home deserted 
by drunkards, or left empty by those who fear the tribu-
lations of marriage, a women will rise up and leave it, and 
come and take her place beside you, in the faotory, in t he 
workshop, in the office. You wouldn't take her as a house-
wife and she refuses to prostitute herself to you -- she 
ill be a working woman, a competitor, and a sucoessful 
competitor! Good-bye!" 
*Th1s play has not been translated into Enr l ish and the 
p,assage cited here is a quotation from an articl e on 
'The New Brieux" by Barrett Clark in the Drama for August 
1913. 
"Blanchette" is a protest against the educational 
system which trains a girl strictly for teaching and then 
fails to find her a posit1nn. Blanchette is a bright, in-
' telligent girl who has been Bent to school by her parents 
in the hope that she may be able to earn her living. Her 
h~~ 
educationAspoiled her for any other kind of work than 
teaching and there is no position open to her . In this play 
the solution comes in her marriage to a peasant and we are 
led to believe thr t she will be happy but there is a sug-
gestion of the fate of many girls in like circumstances 
who do not have the opportunity to marl.'Y-
One of the most penetrating psychological studies in 
modern drama is "The Escape l1 by this author. Here he shows 
the e~fect of suggestion on the human mind. The principal 
characters, Lucienne Bertry and Jean Belmont have slight 
hereditary weaknesses and these are so dwelt upon and em-
phasized by their friends that they almost despair of ever 
finding happiness. Their esca e finally comes through the 
admission from the doctor who has led them to believe most 
definitly in the influence of heredity that he has been 
m~staken . This admi ssion ~rees them from the poi oned at-
________________________ ----__ --------------------------~----------~----------vv 
mosphere that suggestion has built up around them and they 
begin to live with new hope. 
The plays of Edmond Rostand do not belong strictly 
to the type of drama we have been studying. They are roman-
tio rether tham realistic and the prinoipal oharaoters are 
men . Rostand does not seem to be in sympathy with the 0-
movement . There is a suggestion of his attitude in 
"Chanteoler" when the Pheasant-hen says, 
"The Pheasant - hen I am, who have aasumed the golden 
plumage of the arrogant male . 
Chantecler: Remain"ne in spite of all a ~emale, ~hose 0-
ternal rival is the idea."* 
"The Cro a" by Henri Beoque s a drarratic p" oture of 
* 
thehA~lessness of o~en -ho have no man to rotect the~ . 
~here is pathos in their hopeless oondition and the neo-
essity for the aacri~ioe of the ~ost lov ble member of the 
family to the contemptible man 'ho is er<:!eouting the t in 
order that he family may live . Beoque, like ~rieu. I eerns 
to deplore the condition that makeR omen 0 entirel de-
pendent upo men and he sho he ra edy of the o<:!ition 
of a oman ho h s nO ~asouline proteotor n a oon ersa ion 
Chan eoler: ~drnond 30stand: p ge 252. 
between one of the daughters. Judith. and M. Merl:ens . 
11 ".1erckens : There are no resources for a woman. or rather. 
there is only one. See here. Mademoiselle . I am oin to 
tell you the whole tru. th in one sentence. Itf you are pure. 
they will esteem you ithout heiping you; if you re not, 
they will help you without esteeming ~ou; you cannot hope 
for anything else."* This is hRrdly a pleasant outlook ~or 
the woman r.ho ishes to rna e her Py in the 'orld b t the 
mere recognition that so~ething is wron r is one step to ard 
righting it and i~ . Becque l1as nreRented the rong very 
drarnp.tically. 
. Fa 1 Her ieu in "T:Je ~abyrinth" h . t ken up 
and vital Fubject tLat 0 the rela ion o~ a divorc d 
oman "ho ha~ re-n:arr.ie ~ , to ard her firs hu band who is 
the father of her child. 11 T e ....abyrinth a ower 1 and 
ten e drarea and Marriane h s ou:!" pu hy/ fO her h rac-" ... 
ter iR true and oonsi!'lt nt and he ron she 0 . i due 
to phr:sical eakn ~S. In con r t o her ble 
is re ented he r 00 sin 1.1 t e ho oaf' oon ar.t nd 
lightly hat :'.ariElnne 80r' f' ceq her he, ·nec.~ 0 kpep 
fro doin •. ' ianne i oOllspio 1.ously a ne v t pe in r noh 
*The Vult reA: H nri B 0 e: Age 1 1. 
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drama and although the theme is the conventional one of two 
men and one woman it is far from conventional in character-
ization and treatment. 
For some reason American dramatists have not succeeded 
as well as the European in presenting woman in her new re-
lations to society. This may be beoauRe the conditions of 
woman in America does not seem to war rent taking up the 
oudgels in her behalf. The conditions so dramatioally pic-
tured by Brieux . Sudermann and Galsworthy are not present 
in this country to any great extent and the dramatists are 
therefore searohing for material which will be more appro-
priate . There are many interesting women in American drama 
but the woman question is not definitely used except in a 
few instances. In "The Servant in The Housen by Charles 
Rann Kennedy there is one passage which seem to have a di-
rect bearing on onr theme. It is the dialogue between the 
Vioar and his wife in which he inveighs against he old-
fashioned attitude of omen toward their husbands. The 
wife says,"Do you take me for n Atheist?" and the Vicar 
answers; 
" .!Yo, far worse -- ::'or an idolater • .'hat else but °dolatry 
is this preciOUS husband-~orship you have cet up in your 
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heart -- you and all the women of your kind? You barter a-
way your souls in the service of it: you build up your idols 
in the fashion of your 0 'Tn re spectable desires: you strug-
gle silently amongst yourselves, one again~t another, to 
push your own god ~ormost in the miserable little antheon 
of prigs and hypocrites you have created. lI * This is surely 
a new and rather startling coneeption of the ideal of ife-
ly devotion so long held bp!ore , omen as their Loa1 . 
In 11 The 77ar God" by Israel ~angwill the principal vroman 
character is an anarchist rho is p ssionately devoted to 
the cause and has faith enough in the right of her side to 
sac!'i~ice every thine !or it. She is a romantic figure and 
is different in many 'IT"ayE' from other modern v'omen in drarla 
but she has the same desire to do thing and to be inde-
pendent of men hich enirnates hem all . ~ary, the oman in 
liTh e Next Religion" by the s me a thor, is devoted to her 
husband but ill not accept his religious eachings. She 
is a stran[e mixture of the old and ne in her illi ness 
to slave and s ifer so that her h sband may spread a doc- . 
trine in which she does not believe. 
.illiam Vaughn :~oody h s ,re ted o spl ndid omen--
*The Servant in the Rou e:Chcrle~ Rann Kenne'y: pap-e 112. 
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Rhoda Williams in "The 'l;'aith Hea1er ll and Ruth Jotdan in 
l1The Great Divide" . The most re:r.:arkab1e thought brought out 
in the author's sympathetic treat~ent of Rhoda is that the 
h i ghest love of a man for a woman is not worship of her as 
something far above him but the human forbearing love pos-
sible only between equals. Michaelis loses his power when 
he imagines Rhoda to be a per£'ect creature whose love will 
keep l: im from his duty and he regains it when he discovers 
that she is l1just a weak. wounded girl . preying for strength 
to live. to heal her wounds and-- after many days -- to find 
the peace that she has lost. lI * He knorrs that the love and 
companionship of a fellow human being will help and not 
him 
h inderAin his work. "The Great Divide" is a truly American 
drama. The strugt 1e here is 1)e tween the ideals of the East 
and the "lest and it takes place in the heart of a girl. 
She is gradually won from the narrow New England pre~1.idic es 
concerning right and wrong across liThe Great Livide ll to 
the more ~ree and broad ideas of the West . 
Zhere are a number of other American pI ~tights who 
have presented with more or l ess sJ~pathetic treat~ent the 
new ideal of woman in drama and in most cases she is a 
"'The 'l;'aith Healer: li11iam Vauehn I:oody: page 154. 
typical .Unerican woman facing the problemR peculiar to our 
country and civiliza+ion. Char les Kenyon in "Kindling" sho s 
her as a ,. OI!lan down- trodden end oppressed throu[h 00 onomic 
co ~ditions , one who longs for a different environment in 
'''hi ch to rai se her child . 1..n~ilstus Thomas in 11 As a .,ian 
Thinks" shows her rebellion against he idea that men r!lay 
do 'i th impunity ''That is not allowed to omen and al though 
the old idea triumphs in the play there is a suggeRtion 
that such conditions are not fair . Clyde ~itch rhows her 
in liThe Truth" as a 'oman who has been ta.ught to lie i - it 
was pleasanter or easier than to tell the truth and ho 
finally discovers that true love ill st l~ve truth a.s its 
basis . Josephine Preston Peabody, in her beauti~tl poetic 
drama 11 The riper", shows the redeemin "" ~ o er of one oman's 
love and hile this m y not be a ne theme, it is dec~i-
edly ne 7 in tr atrn nt. :n ":-'1 e : ::"~d. Ri.,l.crd 
'alton Tully drives horne the lesRon that physical love c: ch 
as Luana gf.tiL~ by " the aru!':: and the lips" i not lasti 
and thf't ther - is Eorne hine; higher in the reI : ion be-
t 'een man and wo s.n . Percy .1ackaye brin s out he same 
idea n II Tomorro ," hen l4'a her P ter s ys, " en love h s 
• 
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learned to reason, obey love . "* It is "the love of the mind, 
the romance of reasonl! that is exalted in this play and this 
is a new and gripping idea in drama . llMater', also by I·:s.c-
l:aye ,is a delightful and somewhat incomprehensible study 
of a womsn pls.ying the part of her own daug'hter and its 
chief attraction is in the sense of humor displayed ltr 
Mater - an almost unheard-of attribute in the women of drl?ma, 
the other notable exception being Barrie's "What Every TVO-
man Rnmwslt. In her p ver.cations and lack of understanding 
of a man's idea of honor there is latent criticism of the 
old type of education for women by WiULCh they were trained 
to use indiredt methods to gain their ends . The keynote of 
the pmay is in the words (The test o~ love and the best of 
love is laughter."** "Anti-matrimony" contains another 
charming ~oman who has a sense of humor and that delightful 
play-instinct which Mackaye seems to understand so well. 
The play is a mild satire on the new ideas in regard to 
marriage and it is humanized by the' character of Uildred, 
the devoted wife who shows the others their folly by indulg-
ing in a make - believe carrying- out of their ideas . 
Of a far different type but having the same sympathy 
and human toleration in treatment is the central figure in 
the beautiful poetic dra.!lla "Rahablt by :ichard Burton . Al-
* Tomorrow : Percy ],lacke.ye: page 1.5~ 
** Mater: Percy Mackaye: page 162 . 
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The Devil: They dr~w out our sentimental selves, cunning 
minxes . Men are dragged down, their pbilosophy sapped, their 
reason rotted, by living with inferior creatures. You see, 
while men were out battling with circumstances and learn-
ing to use their brains, women were slaves. Had brains, 
right enough( but didn't get a chance to use them. ~en played 
the grand act with them. "lroVi don't bother your little head 
about tr ... at, dearies, papa 'll fix it!" ell, about the be-
ginning of the last century, I realized I must let men a-
lone for awhile -- and work on women. So first, I created 
an~ industrial revolution that would send women out to 
work in the orld -- like men --
Angus (angril~r) That prove s hat a devil you are! Ah, tl: ... ose 
good old days when every father could support his daughter 
until she married -- when every ife was in her true s~ere 
-- the horne. 
The Devil: That shows how ~en 's brains have gone b ok 
While I worked on women.--- lell, my ' o~k on 0 en h s been 
effective. She 's learned in fifty years what ~en ~ook 
thousends to learn. In another fifty she'll be men 's en-
tal equal." * 
*The Red Light of • rs: ~ . B. Hov,ard: nage 51. 
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Upton Sinclair has created a woman new, and yet en-
tirely different from the other new women of dra.ma . In "The 
Naturewornan" he has made a character who is a combination 
of the physical attributes of a wild being and the mental 
characteristics of a thoroughly modern, up-to-date woman. 
Indeed her conversation is far in advance of that of the 
present day. Raised on an island in the South Seas/ she is 
perfeot physioally and has read everything worth while. She 
is utterly frank and truthful and brings consternation in-
to the well-ordered, oonventional lives of her relatives. 
She even goes so far as to win away her cousin's husband 
beoause she sees in him a perfect mate but at the last mo-
ment she gives him up and the author leaves us to deoide 
whether or not she has done right. 
The American dramatist who most directly makes use of 
the woman mo~ement as the motive of his plays is George 
·tliddleton. llearly all of his one-act plays are based on 
the idea that men and women should have equal rights and 
duties nnd that conver.tions should not bind the individual. 
Middleton is the Feminist of the American group . Clayton 
Hamilton admtrably describes the significance of women in 
the plays of Middleton. He says: 
"These plays, though totally different in subject 
matter, reveal an underlying unity. Each of them deals es~ (­
sentially with women -- and with modern woman in relation 
to our modern social system. Woman is, at present, a trans~ 
itional ~creature, evolving from the thing that man con-
sidered her to be in the far-away period of wax ~lowers 
and horse-hair furniture to the being t hat man considers 
her about to be in the unachieved, potential future: and 
Mr. Middleton has caught her in this period of transition 
and has depicted her, under many different lights, col-
ored with her virtues and discolored with her faults."* 
The struggles in the plays of Middleton are complex, 
not the simple " old-fashioned struggle between love and duty 
but mo re subtle ones growing out of our civilization. 
Some of his women might almost be called superwomen for they 
are glorified examples of the present -day independent 
thinking women . 1tost of his men are useless, degenerate 
creatures but they are used to show that the system which 
suppresses and enslaves its women, ruins its men. 
"The Cheat of Pity" is a powerful play showing that 
*A Pioneer in American Literary Drama: Current Opinion; 
May 1914. 
what is oonventionally oalled duty may not be right. The 
woman saorifioes her happiness beoause of pity for an in~ 
sane, brutal oreature to whom she is bound. After his death 
she realizes her r.listake but it is too late. In "The ai1-
ureall. 11 In His House" and 11 The lIan Masterful", the question 
of divoroe ts taken up. The author's oontentio~ BeeMS to 
be that it is wrong ~or a man and woman to live together 
when love is gone regardless of the outward things that 
seen to make it neoessary. 
All o!: the ~lays are deeply psycholo~ical r nd women 
are pivotal in the plots. Perhaps the rrost interesting . 
play and the one rhich presents the author's ideas ~ost 
clearly is the three-aot co~ec1y, 11 rowadays". .!. e settin ' 
is a well-to-do horne of the old-faBhioned sort in ioh 
the father is absolute ~aster and th~ o~en are made to feel 
their inferiority. ~he masouline attitude iA ably xpres ed 
in a speech by the father, r.:r . Dawson who i8 11 smoking/ oom-
placently surveying the omen ork". He ~ ys 0 his son; 
III tell you there's nothing like a woman's touch about 
the 1.ouse. That's what makes the home . A little 10 er, 
Belle . Sam, ,hen you corne beck here and ~arry you'll kno 
what it meens a find vour ife it'ng at ho~e for au, 
when you're tired out working so she can rest comfortably 
all day doing nothing but just fuss about the house."*The 
tragedy of a love that cannot understand is here. The auto-
crat who thinks that all women need is protection and a 
good place to live, cannot grasp the idea that they may ' . 
want work and interests other than housework. Diana is a 
beautiful example ot the best type of new woman, earnest 
and sympathetic/whO does what ?Jhe thinks is right i)z,. spite 
of opposition and who is not afraid to outrage the conven-
tions by proposing to the man she loves. To whow that all 
women are not of this advanced type, the author brings in 
as a. contrast Betty Rowe , weak, dependent Hnd 19ving,'who 
needs some one to support her. ~he other woman of the play 
is the devoted i";ife who has sacrificed all. of her girlhood 
interests in tryint' to please her lmsband, 1" ho has rcised 
her children and still has strength and health but no thing 
o~ interest to occupy them . The injustice o~ her position 
is brought out in a conversation ith her husband. 
n: lrs. Lawson : r stay here .and do what! ellie and another 
servant c~ould do because you think that's a woman's place. 
r help wash the dishes, see that the beds are I!:acle , the .. 
*Uowadays: Middleton : page 20. 
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meals ordened , thihgs kept clean -- the same thing over and 
over and over every day . Then I sit down and wait for you 
to come home tired with mpkinG the Money ve don ' t need •• . 
I~ I went to Diana, would you refuse to ~upport me? 
Dawson : I have the right to refuse . 
I~rs . Dawson: Is that the law? 
Dawson: Made by sensible men to protect the horne . 
r-~rs . Dawson: Then a home must be in a pretty bad way if 
a man has to tie a .. oman by his p l.rse strings . Does the 
law give a wife the right to colloot bacl( payments? 
Dawson: Belle , you're ridiculous . You talk as if you were 
my housekeeper and not my wife . 
lIrs. Dawson: If 1'd been your housekeeper at twenty- ve 
dollars a ~ont~ 10u'd owe me three hlndred dollars ~or each 
of the twenty-five year I've lived ith you. That' nearly 
eight thousand dollars orth of ser ide that I've put in 0 
this house , which has been my home as eil ap yonrs. Yet 
the la give you the right to say h t! hall do . You 
can cut me off i thou t a penny if I ish .... o be "i th m 
girl, so lonr as you obev he law i hout a enny till 
you're dead , because you make the r.:oney . idn't I make he 
--~----------------------------~~--~~---------------------------------------.vv 
money for you by saving it? .••. And I bore you two child-
ren, and my heart's cryin, out for Diana. And you ant go 
with me . though you have nothing holding you here, nothi 
but the pest . You're forgetting I am a mother as well as 
aWife."* 
And Dawson puzzled atches her go off and bursts out, 
\I ell, what the Hell's corne over omen nowadays?I1** 
l~iddleton 's dramas seem to be an attempt to e.plain hat 
has corne over omen no adays and the reasons for the change, 
Outside o~ the five countries mentioned there are a 
few others "hich have contributed drarnatist~ of note ho 
• 
are especially interesting in conneotion with out tudy of 
the new conception of WOBBn. In rno~t case there i one 
rr.an .nO stands for the overnent in his 0 n country as 
:Sohe rav in S ain and :.!aeterlinck iT. el ium. 
The drama' of Jo € Eche aray ar ir.tense nd some-
what morbid . • s omen are of eR ecial int nd their 
chHracters are oonsistant paychologio __ • In "'arianall the 
stru 1e is that of a irl be een love and a combination 
of revenge and a di orted s nse of du y. rhe oti ion 
is so ell executed d he poor ir1's tor ured oul 0 
* o ad s: George id 1e on: e 155. 
~* a ed~s: Geo ge 1 iddleton: age 158. 
well depicted that everything she does seems natural and 
unavoidable. There is a certain fatalism in the plays of 
Eohegaray and we watoh fasoinated while the oharaoters are 
led step by step to their irrevooable doom. This is espeo-
ially marked in I1The Great Galeoto", a beautiful and in-
tensely appealing drama of the tragedy which gossip, even 
unmalicious gossip, may bring into the lives of noble men 
and good women. 
The Italian dramatist D'Annun io has created strong 
intellectual women and the struggle in his plays is between 
the beauty ideal and the duty ideal. A woman stands for 
each of these ideals in his two best-known plays -- "The 
Dea.d City" and II Gioconda1!# The treatment is sympathetic 
and exquisitely beautiful. Both sides of the question are 
fairly presented and in "Gioconda", although hurn nly our 
sympathy is all with Simvia, the deserted wife, still the 
author makes us feel that Luoio was not entirely rong 
in following the oall of beauty and art repre ented by 
Ciooonda. 
Of the Russians, Leo Tolstoy and Ma.xim Gork;7 stand 
out most prominantly. There is strength a.nd orude power 
-~- .... --
ih their work not to be found elsewhere exoept perhaps in 
the plays of Strindbergl In "The Smug Citizen ," Gorky shows 
the tragedy of the life of a girl who has been educated u 
unti~ she has beoome a misfit, has lost faith in every-
thing and has failed to do that whioh is of f~rst import-
anoe for a girl of her class -- obtain a husband. She is 
a different type of woman from any we have found before. 
She in modern bat she laoks that joy in life Bod interest 
in affEirs that oharaoterize, most of the new women in 
drama. The things she has to struggle against are small 
but numerous and they orush enjoyment out of her life --
nagging at home, a dislike of her 'iork , the triumph of a 
younger, uneduoated girl. The tragedy of her life is an 
education whioh is merely from books and whioh does not 
qualify her for living. She says pathetically, III realize 
that I have oomprehended the cruel logic of life -- he who 
oannot believe in anything oannot live -- he must perish. n * 
The women in Tolstoy's plays are of various types, 
none of them very lik able. The crafty, avarioious r.~atry­
ona in "The power of Darkness" is one of the most hideous 
oharaoters in all dramatio literature and her daughter-
*The Smug Citizen: NAxim GorkY: page 57. 
in-law Anisya, althou h mo e stupid, iS not f behind her 
in oruelty. In thi play Tol toy i8 eekin to repre ent 
the abjeot and opless misery of the Ru sian easan women 
who ill do anything for a little money. So~ thin of their 
oondition is given i~ a speech of an old ser ant. 
"A peasant on:an, hat iR ~he? Jus rond! _bere arc 
many millions of the likes of vou in Rus ia, and all as 
blind as moles -- knowing nothing! So m ny illions 0 
irIs and omen. and 11 like beast in a forest ! A she 
grows up, so she dies! ever see any hin never ears 
nytLing. A peasant,-- he m Ie 
or maybe in pri or., or in he ar 
oman? ~et alone about Go , she 
hat Frid y it i , ... riday! id . 
rids: ? She don't kno . They're 
about." It ir-lpos 1b 
dition oan exi t but Tolsto ha 
we re orced. o credit "he nd. 
dram 10 revela ion ould do uc 
hi her clas e "'0 he 1 
he oor o n-trod~en o~en. 
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In his comedy liThe H'ruits of Culturel1 Tols~oy gives 
a contrast to his tragio pieoe by sho inG the ~oolishness 
of people 0 • high station. There is Anna Pavlovna who is 
afraid of miorobes , the Fat Lady a devotee of spiritualis~, 
young ~etsy who is fond of raotical jokes~but for his 
chief oharaoter the author ohoses a ladies-maid, the dsugh-
ter of a peasant . She is witty, ~pp~aling and determined 
in accomplishing what she has set out to do and her char-
acter is a suggeption of what the Russiam peasant women 
might be if they ere given a little eduoation and freedom. 
Tolstoy is the champioh of the peasants and, beoause their 
lot is the hardest, particularly of the peasant emen. 
Arthur Schnitzler, the famous Austrian playwright, 
does not usually treat women with any great de ree of sym-
pathy. liis idea seem to be that woman as oreated for the 
amusement of man, and ander these oircum tanoes, we oan 
Boarcely expeot to find any exe~ple~ of ne omen in his 
orks. His neare~t pproach to a ~ymnathetic trea J ent of 
,,"or-an is in a play cal-led l1Light-O'-Lovel1. The oman here 
is s eet and lovable and her true 10 e al ost h s the 
ower to in back the man from evil. In the poetic dr8l!ia 
nparaoelsus"· .. there is another real woman but as a rule the 
women of Sohnitzler's dramas are heartless ooquettes having 
none of the qualities which go to make up the broad-minded, 
sympathetio new woman. 
The leading dramatist of Belgium, Maurice ~18eterlinck l 
has created one of the finest women in modern drama in the 
oharacter of "Monna Vannall. She is great enough to see that 
there is a duty above her duty to her husband, an honor a 
bove personal honorl Even if we condemn her action at the 
end we must admit that it seems inevitable. One of the most 
dramatio moments in literature is the one in ;' hich , under 
her husband's cross-questioning and unbelief she suddenly 
begins to lie after seeing the uselessness of telling the 
truth. Monna Vanna is a "'onderi'ul charaoter but the true 
value of the play in its relation to the change in the con-
ception of woman in drama is in the suggestion which it 
gives that a '. oman may ave more virtues that one. It chal-
linges t he idea that a woman 's virtue consists solely in 
the preservation of her chastity and that she may be abso-
lutely unprinci~led in every other respect without losing 
her v:omanhood. The virtues of honesty, truthtelling and unto-
selfishness are as much ~part of a good woman's character 
as chastity and should be so reckoned in judging her . 
Maeterlinck b~ings this out ih his beautiful and sympathe, ' 
tic treatment of his leading character and our view of 
womankind is broadened through knowing raonna Vanna . 
.... vv 
v. Olassification and General ConclusiomDrawn from the 
Preceding study. 
From this particular study of the best modern dramas 
and their women a number of conclusions may be drawn which 
help in determining the relation of the new conception of 
woman to the drama as a whole. The Scandinavian and Brit-
ish drama.tists seem to be the most advanced in their treat-
ment of women and, generally speaking, most powerful in 
getting dramatic ef fects revolving about a ~oman as the 
pivot of the plot. The &ermans are best in the treatment 
of fundamental philosophic problems and women are used as 
the basis of the plot only when the problem demands it. 
The British use women in their pla~Ts because they find 
them interesting as woman a.nd they choose plots which 
will admit of a oman as the central figure, 'hile the 
Germans use them only when they feel that they are neoes-
sary to th~tr plots. 
The French are especially adept at writing thesis 
dramas and succeed onderfully well in the cmmposing of 
logical, well-made plays which prove a thesis and are 
rna~lous works of art. They are concerned with the pre-
sentation of problems and they care little for somutions 
since t hese seldom make good dramatic material . They usual~ 
ly show a ~ypical case representing some phase of society 
. . 
i n which reform is needed and merely suggest a remedy. 
From the time when Dumas fils first conceived of drama as 
a tl criticism of life. ll the "'rench have found in the rel-
ations of men and women , what they consider the true mater-
ia1 for drama and they have developed it skillfully and 
art istically from every point of view . .. oman is an ess en-
tial in French drama because of its nature and in the re~ 
cent dramas there is a tendency to make her pivotal in the 
plot. The American dramatists are not so definitely inter 
ested in the problem of the readjustment of woman i n her 
relation to s ociety but t bis idea is well tree t ed in in-
dividual cases and the under-current of feminine unrest 
is ~ound in most 0= the plays . 
The three dramatists who stand out most promin~ntly 
as the friends and champions of women are Ibsen. Shaw 
and Brieux. Their pl ays are imbued with social passion 
and a desire to expose and change the conditions under 
hich Nomen are treated unfairly. They expose t he injus-
tice pnd overturn the conventions lhich have ensleved 
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women, vanquishing lithe dead hand of the pastil with com-
mon sense and suggesting the terms of equality and toler-
ation under which men and women may live together in true 
happiness. These t hree are the leaders of the woman move~ 
ment in drama and their influence on other drp~atists and 
on society has done much for the emancipation of woman. 
All of the dramatists studied have a decidedly differ-
ent c onception of woman from that held even half a century 
ago / but there are different degrees in the interest which 
they take in the question and the lengths to which they 
develop it. It may be possible to divide the plays roughly 
into classes with this thought in mind . The first class in-
cludes t he plays which contain old.-fashioned women treated 
with a new sympathy and underst anding of thAir natures 
through the application of psychology. To the second class 
belong those plays which deal with oman as a cllanging, 
developing individual and in which the play depicts the 
psychological processes and phym10al actions vrh ich bring 
about the change. The third olass treats of t he new oman 
already determined in her own mind about the neeessity of 
living her own life but constantly coming into conflict 
ith 01 t di ion CD ion • 
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equals. Just now the greater number belong to the first 
catagory because a reaction was necessary fD~ the ~eo­
great use of men as the center of drama, but when affairs 
have become better adjusted between the sexes the dramatists 
will BO doubt see that both men and women have problems 
worthy of dramatic treatment and the plays will be written 
accD~dingly. 
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VI. The Relation of this New Conception to the Woman 
I~oveI!lent • 
There is a very interesting study in the problem of 
the relation of the new conception of woman to the Feminist 
movement. The question might be asked whether the search of 
the ree.1istic dramatists after truth would have brought ;f.." (' 
light traits in women which they themselves did not suspect 
or whether it was necessary for a new typ'€. of woman to de-
the value 
ve10p before the dramatist~ could see~f women in drama. 
Archibald 1 endersor- suteests that it was the dramatists 
who were l argely instru . enta1 in bringing the woman move-
ment to pass . He says, "Ever since P"enrik Ibsen declared 
in burning vrords that in the or ers and .lor.Jan he laced 
all his hopes for the future .•.•• t '. is age has won the 
right to the title; the age of ~o an's Enancipation; . Ibsen 
entered the list. as oman's Charr:pion, not in a partisan 
spirit but because he realized that the cause of warnan was 
he cause of htumanity. It is an evolutionary ro th from the 
days when he tragically pictured 0 an as under neces~ity 
.f~ 
of self-sacrifice aLd service for others."* El:en Key in he 
,fl" oman :~ovementl' sug£, eets that they are parallel and perha 
*Inte preters of Life: Archibald Henderson: age 175. 
this is the most rational way to look at the matter. 
She says: "There are noW no great movements of the ' ' 
time Y'hose path does not run parallel with or cut across 
the woman movement."* The problem of life as she sees it 
is pres isely the one that we find exempl ified in all 0 f 
the great dramas. It is "to find the right choice in the 
collusion between family duties, duties toward oneself and 
duties to society.ll not being a drar:.atist she goes still 
farther and presents a solution , one which is suggestmd if 
not expres sed in the modern dramas, liAs long as the lav: 
treats women as one race a~ d ~en as another, there is a 
woman question. Not until men and woman, equal and united, 
work together for mankind will the lOMan Il1tl'C"e:t!lent belong 
to the past. I1 ** 
John Stuart !.iill in discussing the Sub,jection of Jo~en 
' says, II After food and r aiment , freedom is the first and 
strongest want of human nature. ~he deFire for it does 
not detrease as reason develops. On the contrary, the com-
munities in which reason has been most cultivated are those 
whiah -' have most stronLly asserted the freedom of aotion 
of the individual. 11*** It is this idea of the "freedoo 
* The loman'Mo¥ement: Ellen Key: page 64. 
** ~ The oman Movement: Ellen mey' page 70. 
* *The Subj ection of, "{ Orien: Jobn Stuart :,:ill: page ~84 . 
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of the individual" to attain the fullest and most harMon-
ious development that the dramatists of today have chosen 
as their most vital theme end Rince woman is more handi-
oapped tham man in the struggle toward it, they have al-
most universally chosen women as their central character. 
~ 
Richard Burton in The New American Drama combines 
drama and the woman movement in this fashion: IIPerhaps the 
theme, so lending itself to countless ramifications, tIlat 
at present seems even more fruitful than that of business 
l ife is tha t which deals with the freedom of the individual 
economic, social or political, with woman naturally the 
centre of interest. Within our eeneration she has been and 
is undergoing a triple revolution in these particular as-
pects of the common life. She is no longer the same as 
wife, mother, wage-earner, and citizen. And although at pre-
sent her political ahfr8nchisement would seem the burning 
question , when it is settled, as it soor will be, the polit-
ical phase e of her new life will be seen as one facet of 
that general evolution of the sex into social freedom in 
the broade9t sense . In all this surely, lies ~agnificent 
possibilities ~or the rlay wr ter of deMocratic sympathy 
and thoughtful observation."* If woman is tlnaturally the 
centre of interest tl in the most gripping of present-day 
themes for the drama / it most be true that the subject of 
woman in drama , is of primary importance. 
" Charles H. Caffin in "The Appreciation of Drama de-
clares that there i6 a. direct relation between the drama 
and the woman question. HInnnmerable adjustments must still 
be Fade between the sexes before each in mutual equality, 
can round out its perfect self. In this progress the drama 
must play its part. It~bould be a big one , for there is no 
other influence so potent. 11 ** Vi'e }'!;ay say them, that the dra-
ma is a vital and desirable aid to the woman movement, that 
it has a wide appeal and a vast in::luence over maIlF· differ-
ent kinds of people . lhether the new conception of wmnan 
by dramatists is the ca ll se of the result of the woman rnove-
ment or wh~ther they are parallel, each vitally influences 
the other and they are cloBely bound together. One of the 
most apt and delightful combinations of drama and feminism 
nd a sentiment which is really the epitome of the woman 
question is found in a remark by Bunty in that delightful 
Scotch play "Bunty Pulls t he Strings . 1I 
"There are few t hings I couldna be if men ould let 
*The New American Drama: _ichard Burton: page 145. 
~* Appreciation of Drama: ijharles E. Caffin: page 152. 
me -- and I triecl. II 
The power of the dramatist is great for his medium not 
only has a wider appeal than others, but its appeal is also 
stronger for both the eye and ear are active in receiving 
the appeal of a play, and ~hen a real dr8matist uses his 
power in presenting a real problem sucll es the rr lr ti.on 
of 1IVOL'lan to societ~T a gren-l;er influence for good is exerted 
, 
than anyone can irnagir..e. A ploywriLht crr.. synthesize im-
])ressi ons V!~ich have been vaguely wandering about in the 
Einds of t h e audience into strong, intense issues in the 
lives 0.0 people. He can make us see the right and wrong in 
our ideas of life by ,"'orking out in human experience univer-
sal ideas. Dr mas are experiments with life and from them 
we can draw many conclusions o~ great value i n ~ormiLg our 
concepts of living. Since there are still many people ho 
are doubtful about the advisability of giving r onan equal 
freedom with man, it is particularly important that so~e 
powerful merium such as the drama with its appeal to all 
olasses should be used as an eduoational ~oroe. This is 
being done more and more and the ~ost earnest dramatists . 
are devoting themselves to this task with inspiring power 
and enthusiasm. The drama and "oman que tion a e at heir 
best WL.en united, for each •. elps the other im easllrab y 
together they are able to do untold good in belpin to 
brine about the right relation hip bet een men and 'vomen 
in society. 
nd 
VII. Conclusion. 
The Real Value of the New Conception of Woman to Dra~a and 
its Development. 
Women must necessarily play a large part in any art 
that claims to depict ~ife. Drama more closely approaches 
a perfect representation o~ li~e than any other art so we 
shotlld ey.pect to find t~e treatment of women of utmost im-
portance in its development. In realistic drama this is 
particularly true for the women I.ere may be true to them-
selves and may have definite. independent characters. TLe 
earliest development of dra~a was along classic lines and 
the women were treated as noble heroic persons who gain 
our admiration but 'hose pereeotion makes them seem fat 
removed from us. ~h t s ~ight be called t:e period of the i-
deal woman in drama. Later. hen drama as introduced 
through the medium of the Churoh women were naturally sub-
ordinated and became tempters and mischief rna ers, as in 
the Towneley lars. J.1.h eee reli iOUR plaYF led gradually in-
to others of a secular type but 'omen were still repre~ented 
in an uncomplimentary manner . Ju t before he ti e of 
Shakespeare. the romantic perion in the treatment of orr.en 
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in draMa began. During this eriod women were treated aa 
oreatures entirely dependent an love end their oh A du.ty 
~a6 to weloome the returnin heroes. Shakespeare ri d 
the formula Bor e~hat end oreated a fe very intere.tine 
omen but they are all essentially romantio in treatment. 
The Restoration oomedieR brought in the wo n 0 intri e, 
the base~t o~ ell oonoeptions of 'omen, nd thiQ type h 
oontinued in ~r8noe and is to be found in other oountrie 
in ~u~ical comedy but in serious rame it has :ven a to 
the rnod'er:r: ideal of i' oman. 
Iben we characterize this a th period of the real 
oman, it i e y 0 cee that here 's ~ o pert cuI r t e 
in the , 0 o -om n ~re like 'nd i h 
pre ent t hem a hev are and not a he, oug't to 
be ill h ny ypes s ere rr o eL . This i 
11a ive rest Cie ~e 0 interest o r.Jod crn dre. h 
omen are s 1 dif e nd v n -If +h nc "ir. ao ion 
im 1 r in kno th r 0'" the o-
men elv d 'I b h 
otionR of' he no 
a 0 lar a i ich 0 t d ha 
the are e to do he 0 d. 
i ho 
o 0 
as writers of ~erious plb.Ys. They have created real women 
with definite, universally appealinf problems. They have 
made women central in their plots find V!orl:::ed out their 
c.haracter~ with paycholoE'ic ca.re. They have trea1;p.d their 
women with sYMrathy and dra~atic skill and in all their 
works they distinctly Ahov in co rtr~Rt to thp earlier 
plays a new c.onc.eption of woman in Modern dT~a.~ 
